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Overview pictures of the PEPR Vertex Guidance system hardware
On the interactive facilities console the following
displays are visible from left to ri^ht: the analog
display, the point plot refresh display and the point
plot storage disnlay. On the console table one notices
from left to right the speedball, the small and the
large pushbutton and switch box.

On the CRT scanner picture one sees the stable
granite bar on which the CRT and coils assembly (inside the magnetic shield tank), the lens system and the
photomultipliers are mounted. The film transport drives
are placed left and right of the granite bar. The power
supplies for the CRT and the photomultipliers are
housed in the cabinet nlaced at the left side of the
granite bar. On the other side of the bar

there are

three cabinets containing the analog hardware of the
scanner, one cabinet for the film transport control
logic and one cabinet for the controller. The wooden
structure on top of the cabinets is for air conditioning
purposes.
The rightmost cabinet of the mini-computer contains
the interface hardware to the CRT scanner and the interactive facilities console. Not shown are the cabinets
containing the disks, the magtape and the line printer.
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I. ANALYSIS OF BUBBLE CHAMBER FILM
Ί.1 Bubble Chamber Experiment
In a bubble chamber

vapor bubbles are formed

on the trajectories of charged ^articles by decreasing
the лгеззиге of a liquid,thus brinrçin«» it into a superheated state. A beam of particles with selected mass,
momentum and charge із brought into the chamber. Some
of the beam particles will interact with a nucleus of
the liquid and may produce several other ^articles.
Photographs of the resulting bubbles are taken from
three or more different directions; the different -nhoto^ra-nhs obtained are called views. A set of fiducial
marks on the windows of the chamber, the nositions of
which are known a ТІГІОГІ with »»reat accuracy, rjrovides
a reference frame. This allows the reconstruction of
the trajectories inside the chamber. The bubble cham
ber is placed inside a magnetic field, so that the mo
mentum of each charged «article can be determined from
the radius of its trajectorv. Additionally, the average
number of bubbles alon» a trajectoryrcrovidesinforma
tion on the velocity of the particle causing the tra
jectory.
The analysis of the nictures to extract the rele
vant data occurs in several nhases:
a) Scan phase
All pictures are examined to recognize the notentially interesting events.
b) Measurement phase

-2For each event the positions of the fiducial marks,
the interaction points (called vertices) and a cer
tain number of noints Der track are measured in all
views. If Oossible the average density of bubbles
alon/y each track is also measured.
c) Calculation phase
The trajectory of each Oarticle in the bubble cham
ber is reconstructed and the ^article's momentum at
the interaction noint is calculated. All uossible
interpretations of the event are tested on the basis
of conservation of ener<ry and momentum.
d) Selection nhase
The acceлtaЪle hypotheses are further examined on
the basis of bubble density. If no measured bubble
density is available, it is estimated by eye. Usinrç
bubble density, additional (incidental) information
and ad-hoc selection rules (such as based on reaction cross sections) a final selection of one or two
interpretations is done.
Sometimes events do not reach a final selection. There
are essentially two reasons for this happening:
- a fundamental physical ambiguity
- a failure in the analysis chain.
In the latter case events are repassed through the system.

In the former case corrections are made a poste-

riori.
In a typical experiment some 250,000 to 500,000
frames are nhoto^raOhed, each in three views. However,
for the present exOeriment (U.2 GeV/c Κ"π in the CERN

-32 meter hydrogen bubble chamber) some 3 million frames
were taken. Such a large number of pictures allows the
study of orocesses with a low cross section. The

TJÌC-

tures were analyzed in collaboration with laboratories
in Amsterdam, CERN and Oxford.
1.2 Automatic Measuring Machines
Traditionally, the bottleneck of the analysis

or

bubble chamber film was the measurement phase. Measurements were done manually on film plane digitizers yielding

typical rates of U to H events t>er hour only. On

such machines the film is damned on a stage, the P O sition of which is digitized using optical encoders.
The film is projected onto a screen,together with a
fixed measuring cross. The operator measures points on
the film by bringing each point in coincidence with the
reference cross and reading out the position of the
stare. These output coordinates are punched on papertape or cards or sent directly to an on-line conrou(2)
ter
. In the latter case the conrauter checks the raw
measurement data and can take over actions previously
performed by the operator, resulting essentially in an
improvement in the efficiency of the measurements. An
inherent advantage is that a human operator, with
pattern recognition capabilities unmatched by presentday computer urograms, has full control over the
measuring process. This is why manual measuring machines
are still used for difficult events (e.g. events failing
on an automatic measuring machine).

-uA variety of machines have been developed to automatize the measurements. They all share the same basic
idea. A small lirçht spot, with a diameter on the order
of a bubble diameter, is moved over the film. The
transmitted lischt is viewed by a photomultiplier and
the presence of a bubble is signalled by a pulse in the
photomultiplier output signal. The time o*" occurrence
of the center of the pulse is digitized,and from this
information the position of the bubble on film is derived. In some cases a light-line, with a width on the
order of a bubble diameter and a length U P to 2 mm, is
used. The light-spot or light-line is generated either
by optical-mechanical means (eig· Spiral Reader (3),
ШГ

, Sweepnik

(e,g»PEPR*

, POLLY

)or by using a Cathode Ray Tube
). The optical-mechanical sys

tems usually digitize a whole picture and store the
digitizings on magnetic tape or disk, leaving the ex
traction of the relevant data for later processing.
The CRT devices usually only digitize selected parts
of the picture. The selection is done by an on-line
computer program using previously gathered information.
This enormously reduces the amount of data to be
handled by the on-line computer. It also allows con
tinuous adaption of hardware parameters to obtain an
optimal digitizing of each selected film part. This is
especially important for films with large variations
in background transparency or with many tracks lyinff
close together (within a bubble diameter).
Pattern recognition type computer programs are

-5used to abstract the relevant track patterns from the
picture· In this asnect these measuring nrograms helone; to the general field of computer nrocessing of
(8)
pictorial information . Usually some a priori infor
mation about the event to be measured is provided to
the recognition programs. The following cases are dis
tinguished:
- Point-Guidance or Road-Guidance

·

,

Two or three points т>ег track are nremeasured during
the scan phase (which is therefore also called the
premeasure phase) of the experiment« The pattern
recognition then works on a track-by-track basis and
only has to separate the indicated track from nearby
tracks or noise signals.
- Vertex-Guidance or Minimum-Guidance

*

*

Only the position of the vertex (or vertices) is тзгеmeasured. The program has to find all tracks emerging
from the vertex. Normally, the number of these tracks
is also recorded in the scan nhase and is a nriori
known to the urogram. In some cases the ix)sition of
the vertices is only known in a very rough and ap
proximate way (Zone-Guidance),and then the urogram
must also determine the accurate nosition of the ver
tex.
г. -л

- Zero-Guidance

(13, 1U)
•

.

No a nriori information is provided. In addition to
the previous tasks the nrogram now has to find out
whether there is an event or not. This is in ^act
an automatization of the scan nhase of the exneri-

-6raent. In some atrolications

the automatic measuring

machine is used for this Ournose only. Once a vertex
is found,all the associated tracks must be measured.
Only in very specific сазез can the Zero-Guidance pro
grams reach the -performance (throughput, efficiency)
of Vertex-Guidance or Point-Guidance systems.
An important way of improving the nerformance of
automatic systems is to allow for on-line interactive
operator guidance. Whenever the measuring urogram de
tects serious problems, assistance of the operator is
requested. The picture is displayed either in digital
form, as an ontical projection
image

or as a television

, in conjunction with relevant urogram results.

Various facilities are available to the operator for
communication with the computer and for giving addition
al information to the measuring software.
Moat measuring systems also measure the bubble
density of the tracks. This bubble density is used in
the selection phase of the experiment to reduce the
number of events which must be inspected by a human
scanner.
The uresent situation can be summarized as follows:
For the 'classical· bubble chambers (CERN 2m HBC,
SLAC 80", FNAL 30") a number of automatic measuring
machines are in routine operation. They use opticalmechanieal or CRT digitizers and operate in a PointGuidance or Vertex-Guidance mode. In specific cases Ze
ro-Guidance has also been successful. On-line inter
active operator assistance is used in most cases. The

-7accuracy of the measurements is higher than for manual
machines. However, for 'difficult' cases (e.g. over
crowded pictures, charge and neutral decay events) the
efficiency has not reached that of manual machines.
The measuring speed is tynically a factor of 10 to 20
higher.
For the new generation о*" large bubble chambers
(AR00NNE 12', *NAL 15' and BEBC) with their character
istic non-linear optics, the use of on-line interac
tive onerator guidance awpears to be essential. The
(17, 18, 19) . . . ,
..
,
systems

·

·

designed for measuring these large

bubble chamber films all use CRT scanners and have ex
tensive interactive operator guidance facilities. All
views of an event are measured successively and a nartial or total reconstruction of the «article trajec
tories in space is done on-line. In case of an unsuc
cessful or doubtful reconstruction the operator can im
mediately remeasure the track in one or more views and
give extra guidance to the measuring nrogram,
1.3 Development in Picture Processing at Nijmegen
Aleo in Nijmegen ι the production canacity for pro
cessing bubble chamber film was increased by develop
ing automatic measuring systems. In this chanter a des
cription will be given of the developments in the pro
cessing Tjrocedures used for the events from the U.2
GeV/c К"л experiment·

-81.3.1 Frocessin« Chain Based on Manual Measuring
Machines
The equipment that vas available in 1967 is sche
matically renresented in fi«. 1.1a. Most of this
equipment is still active; the undated version of
this configuration is shovn in fi». 1.1b,
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-9With this equipment the events go through the follow, - chain
u - (20):
in<5 analysis
In the scan phase the events are classified into
different topologies by assisting to each interaction
a 3-digit number, 'NKV·, meaning:
N: the number of charged secondary particles.
K: the number of charged secondary particles decay
ing into another charged particle and one or
more

neutral particles; these tracks are called

kinks because they are visible as a sudden
change in the direction of a trajectory.
V: the number of neutral secondary particles decay
ing into two charged particles; these neutral
particles are called V 's because the trajecto
ries of the decay products form a V.
To avoid the loss of events all pictures are indepen
dently scanned twice. Differences between the two
scans are resolved in a third scan. Before the up
dating of the scan and measxirement equipment, the
final results of the scans were punched onto cards for
processing by the conrouter of the university computer
center (URC), Presently, the on-line computer writes
the results of the scans onto magnetic tapes and these
tapes are then processed by the URC computer.

Example: a 211 event is an event with two charged
secondaries leaving the interaction vertex, one of
which shows a downstream kink* In addition, there
о
is one V particle pointing back to the vertex.

-10-

The events are measured bv 3 film plane digitiz-

(2І—
ers of

the ENETRA

type. Previously, the measured

coordinates were punched onto cards and these cards
were read by the central computer and checked for con
sistency. In the present-day-version the on-line com
puter checks the measured coordinates and writes them
onto magnetic tape. For each event a standard geometry
input record is generated by the URC computer and is
written onto magnetic tarje. The total measuring capac
ity of the three ENETRA*s is limited to about 30,000
events per year.
The geometrical reconstruction of the trajecto
ries is done by the geometry program THRESH and more
(21 )
recently by MDT
. Each track is parameterized as a
helix and least squares fit methods are used to deter
mine the parameters. Since the exact shape o** the tra
jectory depends on the mass of the particle, a mass
dependent reconstruction of the trajectory is done •'"or
each mass possibility. The geometry output consists of
the position in space of the vertices and the size and
direction of the momenta of all tracks (for each mass
possibility). Also the errors on these quantities are
calculated.
The kinematical fitting is done by the program
(2?)
GRIND
. Specific mass assifmments for the trackR
are tested by least squares fits usinrç the conservation of energy and momentum at the interaction point
as constraints. For a hypothesis with no neutral
particles in the interaction final state this rçives a

-11fit with four constraints (called a UC -Tit), ^ог a hy
pothesis having one neutral particle,three о*" the **our
constraints are needed to calculate the momentum of the
unseen neutral particle, reducing the •''it to one con
straint (1С fit). Two or more unseen neutral particles
are treated as one fictitious particle with unknown
mass. The last constraint is then used to calculate
this 'missing· mass and a fit is then no longer possi
ble; by analogy this calculation is often called а ОС
fit. Besides confidence levels for the Ur, and 1С fits,
fitted values for all track momenta are supplied.
On the basis of fit results and of bubble density a
(23)
final selection of one or two hypotheses is made
.
If possible,this selection is done by a computer pro
gram, otherwise the events are looked at by an operator
during the so called outputscan. During this outputsсan
the events are projected on a table, the bubble density
of the tracks is estimated by eve and a decision is
made based on bubble density, fit results and/or other
more incidental factors (secondary interactions, gamma
conversions, etc.). About 20 to 25% of the scanned
events do not reach a final decision due to problems in
the analysis chain. These events are repassed through
the system.
Finally the data of the selected hypotheses are
written onto the Data Summary Tape (DST). These tapes
form the starting point for the physics analysis of the
interactions.

-121.3.2 Implementation of a Point-Guidance PEPR System
To increase the measuring capacity it was decided
to develop an automatic measuring machine о*" the
PEPR

type; PEPR stands for Precision Encoding and

Pattern Recognition. This device is a CRT scanner
which can use both the light-spot and the light-line
for scanning. The length of the light-line is variable
and is chosen for each track such that the track can
be approximated by a straight line over the length of
the light-line. The light-line can be oriented at any
angle. Scanning with the light-line over a track pro
duces a digitizing only when the difference in angle
between the light-line and the track is small (a few
degrees). A few scans with the light-line are thus
sufficient to measure the position and orientation of
the track whereas with the light-snot typically some
50 to 100 scans are needed to cover a track over the
same length. In practice scanning with the light-line
is about a factor of 10 faster.
The Point Guidance system was implemented on a
hardware configuration called PEPR-1, Construction o r
the PEPR-1 hardware was started in 1Q6H and the зузtem was operational (for phvsics) until the middle of
1976. The PEPR-1 hardware

was connected via a

small mini computer (a PDP-T) to the large URC compu
ter. A display with a lightpen and a switch panel
were connected to the PDP-T *"or on-line interactive
operator guidance. The basic routines for controlling
the PEPR-1 hardware and the interactive facilities

-nresided in the PDP-T while the other routines (-pattern
recognition, quality checks, input-output, etc.) wer*»
v

in the URC comnuter. or

the pattern recognition soft
y's)
ware a Point-Guidance strategy was developed "
that
requires the premeasurement of at least two points oer
track per view. Two home built scan tables (called
NIJDAS for NI.Tmegen Data Analysis System) equipped with
image plane digitizers were used for premeasurement.
The premeasured coordinates were punched onto cards
which were processed by the URC comnuter to generate
the PEPR-1 inout information. T h e film transnort o^
PEPR-1 handled one roll of film at a time. Because th*»
three views о*" an event are oresent on three different
rolls, the measurement of the views were done indepen
dently of each other. The output data for each measured
view was written onto magnetic tace. A urogram (called
PROOI) in the URC computer was used to sort the PEPR
output tane and to produce a standard geometry input
record for each event. That program also processed the
bubble density measurements done with the light( 26 )
3pot
. Detailed descriptions of hardware and soft
ware of the PEPR-1 system have been given in internal
reports
.
The first production measurements with PEPR-1
were done in 1971 (12,000 events) and by the end of
(29)
1973 some 90,000 events were measured
. The equip
ment available in 1971 is shown in fig. 1.2. The
measuring capacity of PEPR-1 was in the range of 30,000
to 50,000 events per year.
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There were essentially two factors which limited its
throughput :
- the capacity of the premeasurement tables
- the coirmuter time available on the URC computer
The latter concerns both the connect time (arvoroxiraately 1*0 hours t>er week) and the CPU time effective
ly granted (the IBM computer operates in a multi
programming mode). Because of the ever-increasing
load on the IBM computer, the granted CPU time con-

-15-

tinuously decreased. The efficiency of the NI.TDASPEPR-1 measuring chain was rather low; some UO to 60Í
of all scanned events needed remeaeurement on the
ENETRA's. Already in the nremeasurement nhase a ^0%
loss occurred because of errors in the card punch
equipment, format errors, etc. To increase the capacity and efficiency of the premeasurement system it was
decided to equip the four available SHIVA scan tables
(29)
with home built image plane digitizers
nect them to a PDP11/'»0 mini computer

and to con, To increase

the capacity and efficiency of the PEPR-1 configuration the following improvements were set ил:
- Acquisition of a larger on-line computer (a PD^-Q)
As a result some pattern recognition and quality check
programs could now be placed in the satellite computer,
thus reducing the memory size and the CPU time needed
for the IBM part of the programs,
- Design and construction of a new controller
This controller (ί·β., the part of the hardware which
controls the CRT scanner and interfaces it to the on
line commuter) contained various additional hardware
features.
(31 )
- Design and construction of a new CRT assembly
The new CRT had a larger useful area, covering the en
tire surface of a 2mHBC picture. On PEPR-1 not all
tracks could be measured over their full lengths, re
sulting in less accurately determined momenta. The new
CRT also had a smaller light-spot and a smaller lightline width, improving the resolution of the scanner.

-16Subsequently it vas decided not to interruüt the
production of PEPR-1 but to construct a new scanner
called PEPR-2« In addition this switch-over was also
to be used to change from the Point-Guidance to the
Vertex-Guidance strategy·
1.3.3 Addition of a Vertex-Ouidance_PEPR System
The construction of the ΡΕ^Π-2 hardware started
in ЮТ!. Imoortant features of the new hardware include
the possibility to provide the operator with an analog
'Г image of the event currently being measured and
with a hand measuring system. The develonment of the
PDP-9 software also started in 1971. The software de
velopment was aided by simulating the CRT scanner
either by using digitizings from PEPR-1 atored on the
PDP-9 magnetic disk or by connecting the PDP-9 via the
IBM and the PDP-7 computers to the PEPR-1 scanner. For
the pattern recognition routines a Vertex-Guidance
strategy was develooed; one of the aims of this new
strategy was to decrease the time needed for premeasurement. For most of the 't.2 GeV/c K~p events it
turned out to be possible to implement all the required
programs on the PDP-9 alone. This gave unlimited
access to the PEPR-2 system for production, maintenance
and development and the possibility to run PEPR-1
and PEPR-2 in narallel. The hardware of PEPR-2 be
came operational in the middle of 1973, and only a year
(32)
later regular -production was started
. The measure
ment speed, accuracy and efficiency of PEPR-2 is better
VJ)
than that of PEPR-1(33)
. The capacity of PEPR-2 із

-17-

only limited by the availability of operators and pre«
measurement input.
The complete hardware confi »duration existing and
1

fully operational in 197 * is renresented in fie· 1.3.
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Until the middle of 1976 PEPR-1 was scheduled for about
Ί0 hours per week; PEPR-2 for about 50 hours лег week.
For PEPR-1 the limit was due to the availability of
the URC computer, for PEPR-2 the limit came from the
availability of operators and from the preparation
time needed for adapting PEPR-2 to new experimenta.
The total measuring capacity had then reached more
than 100,000 events per year. As stated above, the
PEPR-1 hardware was stopped for physics in the middle
of 1976. The 100,000 events per year capacity (for
2mHBC bubble chamber film) is now available by ope
rating the PEPR-2 equipment 2 shifts per day.
The handling of the scan and preraeasurement infor
mation for both PEPR-1 and PEPR-2 is represented in
fi)?. 1.U. During all scans (first, second and third)
all events are topologically classified and at least
the position of the vertex in one of the views is
measured for identification purposes. During the first
scan, all topologies selected for either PEPR-1 or
PEPR-2 measurement are premeasured in the Point duidance or Vertex Guidance mode, respectively. During
the second scan only the minimum operations mentioned
above are performed. During the third (comparison)
scan the events not premeasured or incorrectly pre
measured during the first scan, are premeasured. All
the data coming from the scans and premeasurements are
processed by a chain of computer programs (called SVP)
on the URC computer. The final output of this chain con
sists of three data files:

-1Q-
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handling
the scanfile containing the updated scan information
for each scanned event
the PEPR-1 innut file containing an innut record for
PEPR-1 for each event premeasured in Point-Guidance
the PEPR-2 input file containing an input record for

-20PEPR-2 for each event t>remeasured in Vertex-Ouídance.
To achieve maximal flexibility in dividing the events
over the measuring machinée, conversions between the
SVP output files are made possible. The Point-Outdance
information can be converted into Vertex-Guidance information by removing some premeasured track tioints.
For events with topology 200 (called 2-prongs) or UOO
(called U-prongs) the minimum scan information (the
position of the vertex in one of the views) is sufficient for the PEPR-2 Vertex-Guidance software. Thus
PEPR-2 input records for 2- and U-rcrongs can be generated directly from the scanfile. Events to be measured
on the ENETRA's can be selected from the scanfile and
printed on the ENETRA input list. The scanfile informi*)
mation is used to construct the INDEX data base
,
a large random access file where the status in the processing chain of each event is kept and continuously
updated.
The processing of the output data from the
measuring machines is shown in fig. 1.5. A standard
geometry input record is generated for each measured
event. The geometrical reconstruction is now done by
the HYDRA geometry program (35)
" . Selection of the mass
hypotheses for the events is done by a computer urogram on basis of fit results and measured bubble density (ionization). Events not automatically decided
upon are presented to the outputscan operator. The
automatic and human decisions are communicated to the
INDEX data base.
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The events which need a remeasurement are extrac
ted from the INDEX data base (see f iß. 1.6). The required scan or nremeasurement information for these
events is taken from the scanfile or the PEPR-1 or
PEPR-2 input filest and either an ENETRA innut list or
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•23a РЕРП-1 or PEPR-2 input file is generated.
Finally, when all the remeaauremente needed are
processed, the Data Summary Тат>ез are constructed using
both the INDIîX data base and the kinematic

output

files (see fig. 1.7).
1.U PEPR-2 Vertex-Guidance System
A general schematic representation of the PEPR-2
Vertex-Guidance system is given in fig. 1.8. In chapter 2,a detailed functional description of the hardware components will be presented.
In the CRT scanner one can distinguish three
functions:
- control of the operation of the CRT scanner and interface of this scanner to the computer (the digital
hardware)
- selective digitization of a small part of the film
(the analog hardware)
- generation of ari analog television image of the film
and a superimnosed measuring cross.
The computer programs can be divided into hardware testing and calibration programs and the production programs. In chapter 3 the hardware test and calibration programs developed for the CRT scanner are
described and the results obtained with them are presented. The production programs uerform several functions:
- interfacing to the CRT scanner and transformation of
the measured coordinates from the distorted CRT space
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into an undistorted cartesian coordinate system.
- pattern recognition in order to recognize the verti
ces and tracks starting from the known positions of
the vertices.
- communication with the operator

-25- handling of the input and output data (typically some
5000 words per event).
The interactive facilities console performs two
functions:
- it provides information to the ooerator; both an analog image of the event being measured and the results
of the pattern recognition programs are displayed
- it transfers pattern recognition decisions of the
operator and hand measured coordinates to the computer.
A description of the pattern recognition software is
given in chapter 4; the rest of the production software (operator communication, input-output handling,
measurement procedures, etc.) is described in chapter
5. Finally in chaoter 6 the results obtained with the
system are examined and evaluated in terms of quality,
efficiency and throughput.
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II PEPR-2 HARDWARE
In this chapter a functional description of the
hardware components of the PEPR-2 system will be given:
-

the CRT scanner,
the computer and

-

the interactive facilities console.

2.1 CRT Scanner
A block diagram of the CRT scanner is shown in
fig. 2,1. As stated in chapter 1, three functions of the
CRT scanner can be distinguished:
- selective digitization (i.e. digitization of a restricted part of the film)
- analog TV image generation
- control of scanning operations
The scanner was designed and constructed in Nijmegen.
2.1.1 Selective Digitization
The CRT gun is of the tetrode type with limiting
apertures. The first anode operates at about 1.2 kV
and the final anode at 25 kV. To protect the phosphor
from overloading, the screen grid is held highly negative (-1U0 V). During the sweep the beam control
raises the screen grid voltage to let electrons reach
the phosphor in order to form a bright visible line or
spot. The rapid change of current drawn from the 25 kV
generator would normally cause a ripple voltage on the
25 kV. Therefore a email tetrode tube is operated in
parallel to the CRT, keeping the current drawn from
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-28the 25 kV generator constant.
The CRT beam із steered by magnetic fields gener
ated by coils around the neck of the CRT· The CRT
assembly is placed in a magnetic shield to reduce the
influences of the earth's magnetic field and stray
fields· Special provisions are made to allow the posi
tioning of the coils from outside the shield; this
facilitates the adjustment procedure of the coils·
Several types of steering coils can be distinguished:
correction coils, focus coils, line generator coils
and deflection coils.
The correction coils consist of flood, center
and astigmatism coils. The currents for the correc
tion coils are generated by the beam control· The
flood coils serve to position the beam on the limit
ing apertures. The center coils are used to posi
tion the undeflected beam in the middle of the CRT
face· The astigmatism coils are required to keer> the
generated spot round while it moves over the entire
CRT face.
A set of focus coils is used to focus the elec
tron beam onto the CRT face. When the beam is deflec
ted, the path length of the beam between the focus
coils and the front of the CRT increases (the CRT
front is flat and not spherical). In addition, the
diquadrupole field, used to deform the spot into a
line, also has a focussing effect on the beam. There
fore two coils are used:
- a static focus coil to focus the snot when no

-29deflection is applied :
- a dynamic focus coil to generate a small correction
(focussing or defocussing) on the static focus field
when a deflection is applied and/or the line 19 used.
The current applied to the dynamic focus coil is gene
rated according to the formula:
I » A + В (X2 + Y 2 )
with :
XtY

deflection coordinates (with origin in the
middle of the CRT)

A,B

constants (different for the spot and the
various line lengths).

The spot generated by the CRT varies in size between
15 microns (center of CRT face) and 21 microns (edge
of face). The line has about the same width. The in
crease in size going from center to edge is largely
due to residual astigmatism.
The electron beam is deformed into a line by two
quadrupole coils (named N and M ) . In fig. 2.2a the
arrangement of these coils around the CRT neck is
shown. To generate a line having an angle A with res
pect to the X-axis, the following currents are applied
(see fig. 2.2b):
I„ =• I
sin(2A)
v
N
max
I„ = I
cos(2A)
M
max
Four different values of I
can be choosen to genemax
rate lines with different lengths (2, 1, 1/2 or 1/U
ram). The values sin(2A)and cos(2A)are derived in the
controller from the angle A. The diquadrupole coil
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-31containe small correction coils. They arp used to en
sure that the center of a line remains at the same po
sition, independent of its angle. This center position
is different for the various line lengths and is also
different from the spot position; this is the so called
spot-to-line effect.
The deflection of the CRT beam is a two stage nrocess. The main deflection is used to position the beam
on a raster of 3192 by Я192 noints. This is accomplished
by a relatively slow but highly accurate digital-toanalog converter. For measuring purposes, a small hori
zontal or vertical sweep is added to the main deflec
tion. This sweep is generated by a fast (20 MHz), but
not very accurate, digital-to-analog converter. Due to
the flat front of the CRT, the deflection distance on
the face is not linear with resnect to the current
applied to the deflection coils; this is the so called
pincushion distortion. The main deflection currents
are therefore generated as :
I

= С X + С X(X 2 +Y 2 ) + С (X 2 +Y 2 )

I = с. γ + C W X
y
U
5
with:

2

+Y2)

+ C¿(X2+Y2)
о

χ = χ -І4096, Υ = Y -U096
m
m
X , Υ are the эо-called main deflection coordi
ni m
nates (in the range 0-8191)
С ...С, are constants determined by the hardware
In this way the pincushion distortion is reduced to
less than 1/U mm; this иллег limit being reached at

-32the edge of the CRT face. The remaining distortion
must be removed by software.
The light of the CRT is t>ro,iected onto the film by
a high resolution lens system designed and built by
TNO. The lens has a demagnification of 1.2 to 1, a
speed of f/3.0 and an object field of lU cm. The film
is fixed in the focal plane of the lens by two glass
plates. For calibration purposes a precision grid can
be fixed between the plates. The film transport handles
rolls of film with each roll containing about 750 pictures (frames) separated by black marks. These black
marks are usually referred to as "brennermarke"; using
these marks the film can be moved forwards or backwards
by a pre-selected number of frames. In addition, within a frame the film can be moved forwards or backwards
in steps of 1 mm.
The light output of the CRT is monitored by three
reference photomultipliers (PM), while the light transmitted through the film is viewed by the main PM. The
track element detector (TED) processes the pulses from
the PM's. Its functional block diagram is shown in f if».
2.3» The output of the reference PM's is subtracted
from the main PM output. This corrects for changes in
the CRT phosphor light output, causing undesired fluctuations in the main PM output. A simple RC filter is
used to reduce high frequency noise. The clamp circuit
corrects for changes in the transparency of the film by
removing the very low frequency component of the signal.
The output is then compared with the threshold level
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Figure

2.2

TED block

diagram

generated from a digital value given by the control
ler. For signals above the threshold level a block
pulse ів generated with a width equal to the width of
the signal at the threshold level. The output logic
rejects short pulses which are due to noise on the sig
nal. Time delays, resulting not only from the TED but
also from the deflection and PM systems, are correc
ted in the software. To minimize the influence of
noise on the block pulses, the threshold should be
placed at the steepest part of the signals. For signals
coming from close tracks the threshold must be placed
above the valley between the two peaks in order to se
parate the two signals. Otherwise the signals would be
combined and a faulty digitization would be obtained.
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A block, diagram of the analog TV is given in fig.
2.U. Analog sawtooth generators are used to generate a
standard television scan pattern. Their output is added
to the main deflection signals driving the deflection
coils. The beam control unblanks the CRT beam at the
proper times and the diquadrupole and focus coils are
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-35set to generate a focussed li^ht-spot. Λ small area
(1/2 by 1/2 cm or 1 by 1 cm) around the main deflection
position is thus covered by the spot scanning in a tele
vision pattern· The output of the sawtooth generators
is also presented to a display· The intensity of the
display is reflated by the output signals of the PM's,
picked up somewhere in the TED. This signal is propor
tional to the transparency of the film and an analog
image of the small film area is thus generated on the
display.
The cross generator makes a small bright cross on
the display in the middle of the scan pattern. This
cross is positioned at the current main deflection co
ordinates and can be used as a reference.
The TV scan generator is started and stopped by
the controller, which also takes care of the setting of
the diquadrupole and focus coils. It is operated only
when the normal scanning has stopped.
2.1.3 Controller
The controller

(зб )

contains 18 registers of 18

bits each for communication with the computer. The lay
out of the registers is given in fig. 2.5. Besides this
register communication, the controller can also receive
commands from and give interrupts to the computer. In
the operation of the controller, two cycles can be dis
tinguished:
- generation of a sweep and processing of the pulses
returned by the TED.
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- automatic execution of a sequence of sweeps over a
range of angles.
The sweep is generated digitally by incrementing
the input register of a Digital-to-Analog Converter
(DAC). The output of the DAC is added to the X or Y
main deflection output, depending on the direction
(DIN) bits in the scancontrol register, f.everal op
tions for the sweep can be selected:
- sweep length (bits TC, standing for Total Count):
the range over which the sweep register is incremen-
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- clock rate (bit CL): the rate at which the sweep re
gister is incremented (20 MHz or 2 MHz; only 20 MHz
is currently used)
- least count (bit LC): the effective distance on the
CRT corresponding to one sweep count; by amplifica
tion of the output of the sweep DAC, one sweep count
can be made to correspond to either 2 or 5 microns
(only 2 microns is currently used).
On receiving the leading edge of a block риізе
generated by the TED, a counter (the 1С counter) run
ning in parallel to the sweep register is stopped. At
the same time another counter (the W counter) is start
ed, but this counter runs at half the clock rate. The
W counter is stopped by the trailing edge of the TED
pulse. The 1С and W counter are then added to give the
position of the center of the TED pulse, while the V/
counter contains half the width of the TED pulse. The
processing of a TED pulse is inhibited if the sweep
register is outside limits set by the window register.
There are six Oairs of 1С and W counters in the vari
able track data registers (VTD). If one or more pulses
have been processed during a sweep, the controller
register containing the fixed track data and the filled
VTD registers are 3ent to the computer. In other
cases,nothing is sent to the computer.
The РЕРП light-line can be -positioned at 256 dis
crete angles, covering a range of 180 . The value of
the angles is given in so-called angular units (ANUT)
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where each Л Ш Т із about 0.7 . Each time the current
angle value in the angle control register is changed,
the controller generates the corresponding new M and
N values, containing the sine and the cosine values of
twice the new angle. The length bits in the scan con
trol register determine the length of the light-line.
When these bits are set to zero a spot is generated.
In the controller the spot is logically treated as a
line with zero length.
The controller angle cycle is started on receiv
ing a start sweep command from the computer» A dummy
sweep, during which no data is accepted, is performed
with the angle set at the current angle value in the
angle register. This dummy sweep is primarily needed
for historical reasons ( a previous TED design) but is
still used to allow time for the settling of the angle
and deflection hardware. After the dummy sweep, the
first data-taking sweep is performed. The current
angle is then incremented by the amount given by the
INCREM bits in the scan control word and the sween is
restarted. This process continues until the current
angle is greater than the final angle. After the last
sweep an interrupt to the computer is generated.
The film transport is started by the controller
when a start film transport command is received from
the computer. The film is first moved over the number
of frames set in the film frame register. When the
selected frame is in front of the CRT, the frame can
be moved by an arbitrary number of 1 mm stepe for final

-39positioning. After the film is fixed in the focal plane
of the lens,an interrupt із sent to the computer.
The analog TV is regulated by bit 0 of the spare
register (the TV was implemented after the construction
of the controller was finished). When this bit is set
to 1 the controller sets the length bite to zero (gener
ation

of a spot) and starts the analog TV scan genera

tor. When the TV bit is reset to 0 the scan generator
is switched off again.
Special provisions were made in the controller
for test purposes. All registers can be written into
and read by the computer to test the registers and the
data lines. The TED pulses can be simulated to test
the performance of the sweep processing. In addition,
the controller can operate independently of the com
puter. In this mode the registers are loaded from
switches and the computer commands are simulated using
pushbuttons.
2.2 Computer
The computer used is a PDP-9 (37) manufactured by
the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Because of
their importance for the implementation of the PEPR
programs, a short description of both the hardware con
figuration and the system software is now given.
A block diagram of the PDP-9 configuration is
shown in fig. 2.6. The Central Processing Unit con
tains only one accumulator register; there are no in
dex or base registers. The cycle time is 1 microsecond
and,because the cycle time of the core memory is also
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PDP-9

configui-ation

1 microsecond, memory reference instruct-vons require 2
microseconds to execute. Fixed point multiply and divide instructions are available (on the average 1'»
microseconds per instruction). There are no floating
point hardware instructions; floating point calculations are done by software and typically take 350
microseconds ner instruction. Vectored interrupt service is provided at k priority levels for a maximum of
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2fl hardware and '* software generated interrupts. For
fast block transfer input-output, h data channels are
available, with each having a data rate of 250,000
words per second. Word oriented I/O is available to a
maximum of 256 device registers.
Besides the slow, character oriented I/O devices
(console teletype, paper tape reader and punch, card
reader and line printer) three large storage media
are available:
- Dectape (2 units)
This is a magnetic tape storage medium; each dectape
contains 576 blocks of 256 data words. Random access
to each block is provided by using mark and timing
tracks on the tape and by using control words. Each
data bit is written twice onto the tape to obtain
high data security. The dectapes are the principal
storage medium for source programs. Input files for
production are also stored on these tat>es.
- Magtape
This is a 9 track, ΘΟΟ bits-per-inch magnetic tape
unit, hardware compatible with units at the UHC com
puter and with the magtape of the PDP11/1*0 computer
of the on-line system. It is used to transfer data
to and from these computers. During production the
output data are written onto this magtape.
- Decdisk
This device consists of 3 fixed head disk platters,
each having 256,000 words of 18 bits each. The
average rotational delay is 20 milliseconds and the

-th-

read-write time is 20 microseconds per word. It is
us€'d to store all system programs and also contains
the production programs in executable format and
the current input file. Some злace is left for stor
age of programs which are in development.
The operating system is the DEC supplied DOSV2b

. It is an interactive system for one user with

MACRO assembler and FORTRAN-!* as programming languages.
The FORTRAN compiler is (with exception of some state
ments) fairly efficient, therefore FORTRAN was used as
the main programming language. The macro assembler was
used only when it could not be avoided (e.g. I/O rou
tines) or when speed was important because the partic
ular coding is frequently executed (inner loop in
structions). Several additions and changes

have

been made to the operating system:
- Interrupt handling
The handling of interrupts, especially from home
built equipment, has been facilitated.
- Input-Output routines
Special I/O routines for using the interactive fa
cilities console, the controller, the interface to
the URC computer and the magtape (in an IBM com
patible format) have been implemented.
- Utility routines
Several frequently used utility routines (e.g.
floating point square root and triconometric
functions) have been speeded up by using special
algorithms.
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- Fast program overlay
The DOG system uses the сіізк in blocks of 24)6 words
and this gives an efficient use of the limited amount
of diskspace but restricts the speed of the fixed
head disk. Initially, the time needed to bring over
lay segments of large programs into core was in the
order of seconds. A snecial overlay handling program
was written to sneed up the loading of overlay seg
ments. Using part of a disk platter in a special way,
a factor of 13 in speed was gained. It is now feasi
ble to overlay urograms several times during the
measurement of one event.
2.3 Interactive Facilities Console
The interactive facilities console contains the
means for interactive operator guidance and for inter
active program development and testing. Λ block diagram
of the available equipment is shown in fig. 2.7. A de_
scription is given below.
- Storage display (VP)
This is a storage display on which points can be il
luminated in a raster of 102U by 102'* noint. ¡loftware (DEC supplied) is available to simulate a lineprinter: writing pages of 56 lines, maximal 72 characters

long. It is used for text editing during pro-

gram development and for the display of non-current
information (such аз parameter settings) during pro
duction.
- Refresh display ( П) with lightpen
This is a point plot refresh display on which points
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-li 5can b e displayed in a 102U by 102U point raster.
Software has been written for the display of p o i n t s ,
vectors and characters and for the centering and
scaling of the picture. The lichtpen can b e used to
select displayed items. During production this d i s 
play is primarily used to display information g e n e 
rated by the software (digitizings, recognized track
patterns, etc.) in graphical form.
- РЕРП analog display (PAD) and sneedball
On this display the output of the analog TV scan is
shown. The centering and scaling of the display are
regulated to let the scanned area fill the entire
display screen and to make the measuring cross
appear in the middle of the screen. The speedball
is a sphere of plexiglass floating on a layer of
air. The rotation of the speedball is digitized in
two directions and is used to increment or d e c r e 
ment two registers. With the analog TV scan switched
o n , the X and Y registers of the controller are in
cremented or decremented in narallel. In this way
the scanned area is moved over the CRT face. The p o 
sition of an object on film can be measured by cen
tering it on the measuring cross. The X and Y r e g i s 
ters then contain the coordinates of the object with
a least count of about 1U m i c r o n s . In production
this is used for measuring v e r t i c e s , stop points and
difficult tracks.
- Remote Control тзапеі
This panel consists of two boxes where the main box

-1.6contain3 18 pushbuttons (PB) and 18 switches (RW).
The small box contains 7 pushbuttons and 2 switches
which are connected in parallel to mishbuttons and
switches in the main box· The small box can be
easily moved around and placed at a convenient location for the individual operator. Each pushbutton
or switch is connected to a bit in the PB or GW register. An interrupt is sent to the computer whenever the status of the PB or Í5W register changes.
During production most of the commands to the program are given on the small box and only in special
cases must the main box be used.
- PEPR commiter display (PCD)
The ттгрозе of this facility is to зирегітрозе on
one display both analog and digital information.
Vector and character generation, centering and
scaling for the digital picture are all done by
hardware. The digital image is alternated with the
display of one analog scan to superimpose the two
pictures. Several sizes of the analog TV scan area
can be selected. This facility is not yet fully im
plemented in hardware and is not used in any of the
production programs. It is not needed for the
current experiment but will be very useful for
coming experiments«
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III HARDWARE PERFORMANCE
To test the proper operation and to measure the
stability and the reproducibility of the PEPR hardware
a set of test routines
tion calibration routines

has been written. In addi
were implemented to de

termine the parameters describing the relation between
the sweep and the main deflection coordinates on the
one hand, and the CRT distortion corrections on the
other hand. For the hardware tests and the calibra
tion measurements a special grid is used which con
sists of an array of rosette patterns with precisely
known positions and orientations (see fif». 3.1).
In this chanter the hardware test and calibra
tion routines are described and the results obtained
using them are presented.
3.1 Hardware Test Routines
Several hardware tests are grouped into one large,
overlaid program. Either the calibration grid or a
bubble chamber picture can be used to perform the
tests. Tests and options are selected using push
buttons and switches on the remote control panel. The
analog display with the measuring cross is used to se
lect the region on the film or the grid where the test
is to be performed. Measurements of a test are pro
cessed and results are shown in graphical form on the
point plot display. Numerical results (RMñ deviations,
average valuest etc·) and the values of relevant parameters are shown on the storage display. Program para-
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meters can be changed on-line in order to study the in
fluence of varying conditions. The following tests are
implemented:
a) Region scan
A. region of either the film or grid is scanned using
the PEPR line or the spot. The results are stored in
core and displayed upon request, thus giving a digi
tized image of the selected r<»f:ion of the film or the
grid.
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b) N-PHI plot3
A scan І9 nade with the line over all possible angles
either in the X or in the Y direction starting from a
given point. The coordinates (angle, distance from the
beginning of the sweep (1С) and width) of the detected
hits are stored in core. Several two dimensional plots
(1С vs. angle, width vs. angle and width vs. 1С) can be
generated and displayed on the point plot display. The
results of the scan program ELSCAN (see chapter h)t
which recognizes and groups hits belonging to one and
the sane signal on the film, are also shown on these
plots. These plots thus provide information on either
the digitizing process itself (digitizing of close
tracks or tracks crossing under a small angle, stabili
ty and accuracy of the coordinates, etc.) or on the
pattern recognition part of ELSCAN (separation of close
tracks and small angle crossings, etc.).
c) Hysteresis and settling time
A series of measurements can be done at any given point
with either the spot or the line at a fixed angle for
a preset amount of time. The resulting 1С's are plotted
as a function of time. With proper setting of the para
meters this provides information on the spread and the
stability of the digitizings in the area of the point
chosen for time intervals ranging from 20 milliseconds
to 20 seconds. Both before and halfway through a
measurement series the main deflection coordinates can
be changed. The coordinates are then restored to their

-50original values just before the measurements are start
ed or continued. This process allows a study of the
settling time and the hysteresis of the deflection sys
tem as a function of the deflection step. A hysteresisreducing program has been implemented which moves the
main deflection coordinates very quickly in a fixed
pattern around the edge of the CRT before the original
coordinate values are restored. With the above soft
ware the effect of this hysteresis-reducing program on
the hysteresis and on the settling time can therefore be
studied.
d) Sweep linearity
Using different main deflection coordinates in the scan
direction as starting values, several scans at identi
cal angles are made over a given grid line. The grid
line is thus measured in different parts of the sweep
and the 1С's found should be a linear function of the
main deflection coordinates. The deviations of such a
function are calculated and shown on the point plot
display. This provides information on the linearity of
the sweep.
Further small test routines are available for tes
ting subsystems of the PEPR hardware (controller inter
faces, digital to analog converters, etc.) and for the
alignment of the CRT assembly.
3.2 Hardware Test Results
In the middle of the CRT the digitizings show a
root mean square deviation of 0.7 1С (about 1.U micron).

-51This was found to be independent of the sweep directionf
the ancle of the grid line and the time interval over
which the measurements were performed (20 milliseconds
to 20 seconds)· Over the entire threshold range the ob
served variation in RMS was only about 10?. On the veryedge of the CRT the RMS increases to U 0 1С. A peculiar
effect has been observed when the CRT beam is left off
for more than 5 minutes. The digitizings in the first
UO milliseconds of a measurement series following this
turn-off can then deviate up to 80 microns from the aveгаде position« The reasons for this effect are not com
pletely understood, but they are likely to be due to
the CRT itself: build up of space charges, 'poisoning'
of the cathode or leakage through the glass. This effect
(17. 1+2 1*3)
has been reported before
·
·
.It has no influ
ence on the precision because during measurement the
beam is never left off for more than about 10 seconds
(during operator intervention the analog display is
switched on).
The hysteresis was measured in both the X and Y
deflection axes in the middle of the CRT ав well as at
the edge (see fig. 3.2). Typical hysteresis values re
ported in the literature are 10 microns

·

'

.

Especially the hysteresis values measured in the X di
rection are somewhat larger than this. Fig« 3.2 also
shows the hysteresis remaining after the hysteresis re
ducing program has been executed; the remaining hyste
resis is in all cases less than U microns. Note that
for the Y coil the remaining hysteresis can be reduced
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to 0.5 micron in the middle of the CRT. The difference
with the X coil is presumably due to a variation in
production quality. In the production and calibration
programs the hysteresis reducing program in called

-53whenever a large .íump (greater than 0.5 era) has to be
made.
The time required after a deflection for the
settling of the beam to within 1 1С of its final value
is shown in fig. 3.3. For the Y direction the settling
time stays below 7 milliseconds, which is well within
the range of other published values

·

*

. For

the X direction however the settling time can be as
large as 60 milliseconds. It has been carefully checked
that this is not due to the deflection electronics«
Again this points to a difference in quality between
the X and Y coils. The hysteresis reducing program,
which moves the beam quickly over large distances, in
creases the settling time by only a small amount. For
small deflection steps the settling time can be over
lapped (through careful design) by software calcula
tions. For longer deflection steps,one must explicit
ly allow time for settling of the deflection system.
This wait time, incorporated in the production orogram,
amounts to at most k% of the total time required **or
measuring an event.
The RMS of the sweep linearity fit is 0.7 1С
(about Lb micron) in the middle of the CRT. This RMS
increases to 1.1 1С on the edge of the CRT. The first
tenth part of the sweep (100 IC's) is not linear and
is never used for coordinate determination.
3*3 Calibration Program
The calibration routines are again grouped into
one large, overlaid

program. These routines automa-
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-55tically determine all parameters by performing measure
ments on the calibration grid« The deviations found be
tween eeaeured and known coordinates are fitted (using
least squares techniques) to polynominal functions.
This leads to a set of parameters (the coefficients of
the polynominals) used in the correction of the devi
ations. The results of the measurements and the fits
are compared to quality standards,and,if they are found
to be below these standardst the assistance of the oper
ator is requested*

The operator can always select a

mode where all results of measurements and fits are
shown on the display system. The calibration parameters
are subject to small changes due to drifts in the elec
tronics and changes in the mechanical positions in the
CRT assembly (temperature effects). Currently the para
meters are redetermined at the beginning of each pro
duction shift.
The following parameters are determined:
a) Sweep parameters (NCP and DBDI)
To transform the coordinates of a hit detected by the
hardware from the sweep coordinate system to the main
deflection coordinate system, two constants are needed
(see fig. 3.Ό: the middle of the sweep (NCP) and the
ratio between the size of a sweep least count and a
main deflection least count (DBDI). The NCP value is
different for the two sweep directions, for the four
sweep lengths, and for the two possible least count
values due to delays caused by the electronics in the
deflection system and the track element detector (TED).
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The NCP values are determined by measuring '»5 degree
lines in the middle of the grid cells in both sweep d i 
rections (see fiß. 3.5)· A DBDI value is locally determined b y measuring a specific grid line using different
starting values of the main deflection coordinate in
the sweep direction. The hardware pincushion correction,
which is applied to the main deflection but not to the
Mweep, changes the size of DDDI over the CRT screen.
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Also the directions of the sweep change, so that they
are not exactly parallel to the deflection axis. Four
parameters are needed to calculate the variation of
DBDI over the CRT face and the skewness of the sweep.
They are different for the two sweep directions and for
the different sweep least count values.
b) Angle correction parameters
There is a difference between the angle given to the
controller and the actual angle on the CRT. Reasons for
this are the pincushion distortion, the alignment of
the diquadrupole coils and deviations in the electronics generating the coil currents. The difference is
fitted to a Τ parameter polynominal function containing
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the measured ansale and the main deflection coordinates.
c) Pincushion distortion parameters
Due to the residual pincushion distortion (remaining
even after the hardware corrections) and distortions
in the lens system projecting the CRT screen onto the
film plane, the measured coordinates are distorted» The
deviations from a cartesian coordinate system, as defined by the calibration grid, are obtained by measuring

the horizontal and vertical grid lines. They are

fitted to a fifth order uolynominal in the distorted
coordinates, giving 21 parameters for the X and 21 parameters for the Y coordinate transformations. Performing such a transformation, using the software floating
point system routines, would take U2 milliseconds r>er
point; use of a specially developed

fixed point algo-

rithm reduces this time to 7 milliseconds Oer point.
The parameters for the inverse transformation (from the
undistorted to the distorted coordinates) need not
be known as accurately; they are calculated from the
fitted pincushion distortion parameters in an apuroxiraate way without using an extra fitting procedure.
d) Spot-to-line distortion parameters (STL·)
There ia a systematic difference between the position
of a spot and the center of a line generated on the CRT
with the same main deflection coordinates. This difference

is determined by measuring grid lines at all

angles (see fig. 3.6). The spot-to-line difference is
constant over the whole CRT screen and is independent of
the angle. It is proportional to the line length, but
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measurement

is only measured for one line length (usually the lon
gest. The center of a line generated anywhere on the
CRT

is independent of the angle only when the diquadru-

pole coil is correctly aligned and the hardware gene
rating the coil currents is properly adjusted. To ease
the alignment and adjustment the spot-to-line lifference can be fitted to a function containing angle de
pendent terms. These terms provide information on the
misalignment and misadjustment and vanish upon correct

-6οalÏRnment and adjustment.
An additional mode has been inrolemented to teat
the Validity of previously measured calibration parameters. The measurements are then not fitted but compared to values calculated usinfç the functions with
the old parameters,
З Л Calibration Results
Results of a calibration run are Riven in table
3,1, At time zero the calibration parameters are de-

time
hours

NtT
Χ μηι

N(T
Υμιη

DBOI
X IO"5

DUDI
Y IO -5

angle
degr.

I'INC.
Χμιη

I'INC.
Y Mm

STL
μπι

0
1
2
6
24
30
50
70
144
240

2.0
2.0
2.0
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.2
2.1
2.2
1.9

1.9
2.1
1.8
2.0
1.8
2.1
1.8
2.2
2.1
1.9

55
52
55
55
50
50
52
56
57
53

36
40
36
41
36
38
35
37
43
36

0.39
0.38
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.40
0.39

2.0
1.9
2.0
2.1
1.9
1.9
1.9
2.1
2.7
2.3

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.8
1.8
1.9
2.3
2.8
2.7

2.2
2.4
2.8
3.0
3.4
4.6
8.0
7.0
3.0
2.8

Table ¿. 7 Calibration

results

-61termined and the RMS deviations of the measurements
from the correction functions are calculated. The va
lidity of the parameters is later checked by calcula
ting the RMS deviations of new measurements from the
correction function using the old parameters (i.e.
using the additional mode described at the end of sec
tion 3.3).
The NCP values show a RMS deviation of about 2
microns« This is about what one may expect taking in
to account the RMS on the digitizings itself (see sec
tion 3.2). The NCP parameters usually remain valid for
more than 10 days. The DBDI values have a RMS deviation
of less than 60 10~5. For distances of 100 1С's away
from the center of a sweep, this leads to a position
error of about 0.3 micron. Taking into account that
most measurements in the production program are done
within 30 1С's of the sweep center, the precision in
DBDI is more than sufficient. The DBDI value increases
by about 10Í towards the edge of the CRTj the skewness
of the sweep is then maximally 5 · Again the DBDI parameters usually remain valid for more than 10 days.
The RMS deviation of the angle distortion correction is about 0.I4 . The parameters remain valid for
more than 10 days. On the edge of the CRT the maximal
angle deviation is about 5 · Although this correction
is not used in the production nrogram, it is still determined in each calibration run to check the performance of the diquadrunole and the associated electronics.

-62The RMS deviation of the spot-to-line correction
is 2.2 microns. The corresponding parameters can
change within a few hours. The rate of change is de
pendent on the previous use of the PEPR hardware: it
is large after a long period of non-usage (e./ξ. after
the weekends) and small after a day of measuring. The
cause is probably the same as the one mentioned in sec
tion 3.2 for the deviation of digitizings after the
beam was turned-off for more than 5 minutes: the build
up of charges causes the electron beam to nass at a
different place through the diquadrupole coil. However,
this change of the spot-to-line distance does not in
fluence the measurement precision, because only the
line І9 used for coordinate determination. The spot-toline correction is nevertheless determined in each ca
libration run· to check the alignment of the diquadru
pole coil and the adjustment of the hardware genera
ting the coil currents.
One can conclude that the calibration parameters
remain valid for at least 2 days, with the exception
of the 9pot-to-line parameters. For the current pro
duction load thi3 causes no problems, because for pre
cise coordinate determination only the line is used.
For safety reasons and to have a permanent monitor on
the performance of the hardware, the calibration para
meters are redetermined at the beginning of each U-hour
production run.

-63IV PATTERN RECOGNITION AND MEASUREMENT
In this chapter a description is presented of the
pattern recognition programs used for recognizing and
measuring events in a vertex guidance strategy mode.
A short introduction to pattern recognition methods is
presented, followed Ъу a discussion of the design con
siderations taken into account for the vertex guidance
programs. Subsequently a general description of the
urograms is presented. More detailed information is
presented in Appendix 1·
U.1 Pattern Recognition Methods
In general two kinds of methods for pattern re
cognition

can be distinguished:

a) feature extraction and statistical classification
methods (see fig. U.1a)
b) linguistic or syntactic methods (see fig. U,1b).
In feature extraction one tries to extract key fea
tures of a pattern allowing a representation of this
pattern as a point in an N-dimensional feature space.
In this context the word "feature" denotes a scalar
that is derived from some initial measurements. The sta
tistical classification assumes that there exists an ri
dimensionai probability distribution for each class.
Members of a pattern class are then treated as samples
from a population distributed in the feature space ac
cording to the probability distribution. By choosing a
suitable set of features one hopes to minimize the over
lap of the various distributions.
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An example of the feature extraction and statis
tical classification methods is the so-called global
. Ct5)
transformation
approach to bubble chamber film
measurement. In this approach a picture is scanned
with a PEPR light-line at all angles. From the raw
hit3 returned by the hardware, the X and Y coordinates
and the tangent angle PHI of possible track points
are determined (in itself already a pattern recogni
tion task). For each element η, a circle is construct
ed

(see fig. U.2) which goes through that element and

the vertex and which has a tangent at the element equal
to PHI . Each element is then characterized by a curn
vature С and by a tangent angle A at the vertex,
η

η

Elements from a circular track emanating from the ver
tex thus map into a small cluster in the curvature-
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angle space. The clusters are isolated using histogram
ming techniques.
In some computer-assisted scanning experiments
automatic measuring machines are used to locate and to
follow beam tracks automatically. Whenever a beam track
can

no longer be followed, an interaction candidate has

been found. If, however, one of the outgoing tracks of
an interaction has approximately the same curvature and

-66direction аз the beam track, that track із followed
further and the interaction goes temporarily unnoticed.
Afterwards, each completely followed beam track is com
pared with a track model consisting of a circle modi
fied by third and fourth order terms. In a recent ex
periment

, the measured coordinates оГ points along

each track were first transformed to normalize the endpoints to respectively (-1,0) and (l,0) and the co
ordinates were then fitted to:
γ β A Q + А ^ + Α (Χ2 + Y 2 ) + Λ Χ 3 + АцХц
To represent the track seven features were selected:
А н 2 , A 3 2 , A,2, (A3 - A ^ 2 , І А Д І , |A 3 Aj and S 2 , the
variance of theraasterpoints.There are two clusters
in the 7-dimensional feature space, one for the noninteracting beam tracks and one for the beam tracks
connected to an interaction. They can be separated by
a 6 dimensional hyper-surface defined by a linear com
bination of the feature coordinates.
Another use of statistical classification methods
is made in the so-called Multidimensional Analysis of
high energy data

. Each event with η specific nar-

ticles in its final state is fully described by 3n-U
independent variables. Events can thus be presented as
Doint3 in a high dimensional feature space (called
phase space). The events tend to lie on clusters cor
responding to physical production mechanisms compe
ting with each other in the given multiparticle pro
cess.

-6тOne of the important problems of the feature ex
traction and statistical classification methods is that
they focus on statistical relations among scalar fea
tures and ignore other structural properties of the
(hi)

images . In the linguistic method

a primitive ex

tractor transforms the input data into a string of prim
itive

elements« The primitive extractor itself can be

a feature extraction and statistical classification
program. A syntactic analyzer then uses a formal
grammar to parse the string and constructs a descrip
tion of the pattern. Multidimensional generalizations
of a string grammar (such as array-, tree-, plex-, co
ordinate- or graph- grammars) are also often used.
When a formal grammar is not

explicitly present, one

speaks of 'ad-hoc' or 'heuristic' structural analysis.
In the analysis of bubble chamber film, straight line
approximations of small track narts are used as prim
itives.

They are characterized primarily by the co

ordinates of the middle of the line segment and the
angle of the line. Syntactic analysis is then used to
recognize tracks and to combine tracks belonging to one

(U8)(l»9)
event. In ref.

one even combines the informa

tion from the three views of a picture and extends
the structural analysis to three dimensions. In ref.
a formal tree grammar is used to recognize events using
as input line primitives which are already organized
into tracks.
The pattern recognition methods discussed зо far
are strictly hierarchical. The feature or primitive

-68extraction is done independently of the statistical or
structural classification and this creates several problems

when complex pictures are being analyzed· The

primitives are neither subparts nor substructures of
the pictures but only convenient entities for later
processing. It may be impractical or even impossible
to separate the primitives completely from noise or
background signals (e.g. scratches and delta rays on
bubble chamber film). The separation will be costly in
terms of elapsed time and computer resources. It will
generate a large amount of data which is mostly irrelevant and which complicates further analysis. What is
needed is a kind of goal-directed, non-hierarchic processing strategy (often called 'heterarchic*
acterized

) char-

by the following properties:

- the processing procedes toO-down. The more easy primitives are looked for first, and the syntactic analysis is then used to direct the search for other
primitives.
- the processing program consists of a network of procedures and each procedure is concerned with one
well-defined goal.
- the network is not separable into identifiable levels
and in that sense is not hierarchic,
- the procedures make explicit use of both syntactic
and semantic information. The search for new information about the pattern is guided by all available
relevant information using so-called problem solving
techniques such as sub-goal setting, backtracking,

-réévaluation of intermediate results, etc.

Exanroles of such heterarchic s t r a t e g i e s are found
(52)
in the recognition of human faces
and the straight
(53)
edge detection in simple scenes
. Most strategies
for measuring bubble chamber film are also of this
type.
Π.2 Design Considerations
Four factors have influenced the design of the
vertex guidance routines. They are considered one by
one and their influence on the implementation of the
programs is described. All the numbers quoted refer to
the PDP-9 configuration, but the arguments are more
general,
- Speed
The measuring speed should be well above that of manual
measuring machines and a target speed of 6o events per
hour should be set for events which are not too compli
cated. This requires a processing time of 20 seconds
per viewt of which some 5 to 7 seconds are needed for
transporting the film, locating the fiducials, gather
ing the ionization data and handling the input-output
information. This leaves some 13 to 15 seconds for the
recognition and measuring of one view-event. It is
therefore important to avoid as much as possible the
use of floating point operations because they are very
time-consuming on the PDP-9. Frequent moving of data
3hould be avoided by suitable choice of data bank struc
tures,and repeated calculation of intermediate data

-то
should be avoided by saving intermediate results. The
limited amount of core storage of course puts limits
on the data bank эігез. Simple and fast pattern re
cognition methods should be used for the majority of
the cases and only when needed should specialized more
complex methods be applied,
- Accuracy and Efficiency
Accurate digitization of tracks and determination of
the coordinates of the primitives are needed· There
fore hardware parameters (e.g. the threshold) and pri
mitive extractor parameters (e.g. the scan angle range)
should be continuously adapted according to the in
creasing knowledge of the current track. Whenever a
situation occurs which cannot be handled automatically
by the programs (e.g. a track which is too short to be
measured with the PEPR light-line) the operator should
be asked to measure the missing information manually.
To ensure a high efficiency of the measurement (which
can be judged after a 3 view geometrical reconstruc
tion of the event is done) it is essential to avoid the
inclusion of a track which does not belong to the event
and/or the ommision of a track really belonging to the
event. Tracks should be measured over their full length
to determine the track properties with maximal accuracy.
Besides calling operator assistence whenever the uro
gram cannot completely measure the event, the program
should also ask the operator to check certain suspi
cious cases. The requirements of speed and efficiency
are of course to some extent conflicting and some

-71trade-off between the two should be made· This trade
off should be in some way alterable depending on exter
nal

circumstances (e.g. the role and urgency of the

PEPR measurements in the entire processing chain).
- Implementation period
Λη as-fast-as possible return on the investment of
money and time is desirable. Given the fact that a
measuring system becomes in principle usable as soon
as its measurements are as good as those of the other
machines used in the experiment, a preliminary measur
ing system should be implemented as early as possible.
As much as -possible, routines should be coded in a hitch
level language (FORTRAN) and assembler language should
only be used when required. Improvements and additions
can then be implemented, beginning with those program
parts where the largest influence on speed, accuracy
and efficiency is expected. Each improvement should be
judged by its effect on the total system and not sim
ply by its effect on one sub-part.
*4.3 Vertex Guidance Pattern Recognition
A general overview of the vertex guidance mttern
recognition programs (57) is presented below. The event
topology and the (rough) position of the vertices are
available as a priori information for the programs.
Also known a priori are the charge balance rules and
the beam track properties (curvature and angle of the
beam particles at the position of the vertex). The de
velopment of the urograms was partly based on ideas
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developed for the Oxford PEPR' ' and for the ANL
(5h)

POLLY
but the entire implementation was done inde
pendently.
Λ block diagram of the program chain is shown in
fig. I*.3. The arrows on the interconnecting lines in
dicate calling sequences. The names of FORTRAN sub
routines are given in capitals. The main pattern re
cognition subroutine EVENT is organized into three
strategies : the primary vertex strategy, the seconda
ry vertex strategy and the operator guided strategy.
Often used sub-strategies are arranged into so-called
procedures. Λ short description of the function of
each of the subroutines, procedures and strategies is
presented in sections U.3.1, U.3.3 and U.3A. More
technical details are presented in the appendix.
All parameters for the vertex guidance routines
are contained in one commonblock. All subroutines»
strategies and procedures аізо use common fixed data
banks. Details about these blocks and banks are given
in section U.3.2.
Ц.3.1 Subroutines
The following pattern recognition subroutines are
available.
- ELSCAN (Element scan)
This is the nrimitive extractor; a nrimitive, or
element, being defined as a straight line approxima
tion of a small track part. Scans are performed with
the PEPR light-line over a range of angles. Hardware
hits

belonging to one object on the film, are grouped
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into clusters in order to recognize the primitives.
The three coordinates (Χ, Y and angle) of each recog
nized element are calculated in the distorted PEPR co
ordinate system using the calibration constants (see
chapter 3 ) . The important inr>ut parameters are the dis
tance over which the scans are performed (called gate),
the angular range (defined by a central angle and an
angle cone) and the threshold level for the hardware.
The ELT1IRS entry of ELSCAN is available in order
to determine the optimal threshold for an element al
ready found. This optimal threshold must be low enough
to detect the element and as high as possible to mini
mize hits from other objects on the film. It is found
by repeatedly scanning while varying the threshold.
The subroutine ELSCAN is the only vertex guidance
pattern recognition routine which is coded in assem
bler language.
- TRACK (Track follower)
This is a heuristic structural analysis program
performing track following. Starting from a given
element it searches for more elements on the same
track. Only tracks that join the vertex (within errors)
are completely followed. A snecially developed, fast
circular prediction algorithm called the "turning
angle method" is used to predict the coordinates of
the next element from the elements already found.
Scans for the predicted elemente are made by calls to
ELSCAN. The gate and the angular range of the scans
are derived from the errors on the predicted coordi-

-75nates. For the first ясап the threshold is set equal
to the optimal threshold for the track; when no ele
ment is found, the scan is repeated (twice if needed)
with a decreased threshold. The optimal threshold for
the track із redetermined at regular distances along
the track by calling ELTHRS for established track
points« If the predicted element is found, it is added
to the element list of the track. Re-try strategies are
available in case the predicted element is not found.
The program TRACK also takes care of the settling time
and hysteresis effects of the hardware (see chapter 3).
- SAVTRK and DELTA (Track checking)
The program SAVTRK checks the coordinates of the
track elements for consistency with a simple track
model (a circle calculated through 3 track elements).
The track is labeled either as a beam track or as an
outgoing track with positive, negative or undecidable
charge. Connections with a priori input points (e.g.
the kink vertex for a primary vertex track) are esta
blished. On the basis of measured track lenf*th, track яаgitta and the position of the last track element with
respect to the fiducial marks, the program assigns
flags to tracks which are possibly not measured over
their entire length. Such a "second quality" track can
later be inspected by the operator.
The program DELTA compares a measured track with
all other tracks and checks for double measurement of
the same track. It also checks for non-event tracks
which pass close to the vertex and which are measured

-76on both aides of the vertex.
- FINDTK (Track finding)
This program searches for primitiven along the arc
of a circle centered at the vertex by executing repeated ELSCAN calls. Each located element is checked to see
if it lies on a previously measured track. If that is
not the case TRACK is called to try to measure the 'new'
track. For each followed track joining the vertex, the
programs SAVTRK and DELTA are called. The parameters
defining the search circle arc are provided as input.
The scans are performed over a range of angles, the central angle of which is set equal to the polar angle of
the scan position, while the angle cone is a direct input parameter. A fixed threshold level (provided as an
input parameter to the program) is used for these scans.
Besides the described circular search mode there
is also a linear search mode available. This mode is
used for searching for tracks passing through a given
input point and the vertex.
- TVERT (Vertex recognition)
This routine recognizes a vertex and calculates
its position. The intersection points of all track
pairs are calculated and grouped into clusters in the
two-dimensional film space. The vertex is defined as
the center of a cluster that

fulfills certain criteria.

Depending upon an input parameter, either strong or relaxed criteria are imposed. For secondary vertices, only
one good intersection is possible, but special conditions are imposed on the track3 forming the intersec-

-77tion. To each vertex found, a quality code is also
assigned; this allows the checking of a auspicious
vertex (e.o;. a vertex calculated from small anRle in
tersections) by the operator. Once a new vertex posi
tion is determined, each track ie checked to see if
this new vertex is Іуіпя on it.
- EVCHEK (Com-nleteness check)
This program checks to see if all the measure
ments of the current vertex are conrolete . To perform
this check,it uses information about the tracks and
the vertex provided by SAVTRK and TVERT. The error
code (see table U.1) calculated by EVCHEK is impor
tant for the strategies in EVENT (see below) in order
to decide where to continue the search for the vertex
and its tracks. A quality code for the track measure
ments is derived from the individual track quality
codes assigned by SAVTRK.
- MANV (Manual vertex measurement)
This program allows the operator to measure the
position of a vertex manually usinp; the measuring
cross of the analog TV.
- EVHAND (Manual track measurement)
Thi3 program allows the otterator to measure a
track manuallv. Label and connection fla^s are assigned
to the track, as in the case of normal tracks» For
this purpose a special entry in the program SAVTRK is
used.
- EVHELP (Operator help)
In this routine the results of the pattern recoR-
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NO
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17
16
15
14
13
12
11
IO
9
8
7
6
5
4

I
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192

Table

4. 7 Bit

1)1 ¡SCRUTI ON

too few tracks
no beam track (prim, vertex only)
no charge balance
no vertex calculated or measured
too many tracks
too many beams (prim, vertex only)
kink 2 not on a track (prim, vertex only)
3
4
stoppoint 1 not on a track
2
3
no connected track ( kink vertex only)
too many connected tracks (kink vertex only)

setting

in the EVCHEK error

code

nition strategies are presented to the operator usiry?
the interactive facilities console. An error message
is displayed if the vertex is not completely measured
and a warning message is displayed if there is a track
or vertex of inferior quality (see table U,2)é The
operator Rives pattern recognition instructions ueinrç
the pushbuttons of the remote control panel (see table
Ц.З) and these instructions are subsequently executed
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ни sci
5
4
17
13
15
14
I I , 10, 9
8, 7, 6
16
12
¡riERROR=0and
IQUAL=2
IVFLC,2=2
otherwise

Table

4.2

Generated

no connection
too many connections
too few tracks
too many tracks
nò charge ballance
no vertex
kink not on
stop not on
no beam
loo many beams
check tracks
check vertex
ok

messages

in EVHELP

by the operator guided strategy in the program EVENT.
- EVENT (Main pattern recognition routine)
This routine is organized (see fig. U.3) into
three strategies, several procedures and the control
section. The strategies and procedures call other procedures and the routines FINDTK, TVERT, EVCHEK, MANV
and EVHAND. After initialization of the data banks and
internal variables, the control section calls the
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7
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8
1

0*
I*
1*

î*
4*

II
IO

s*
ft
7
8
9
IO
II
12
13
14
15
16
17*

4
5

4
1.2

ACTION
delete lr.itк
search .ironη(1 new vertex
.id d I M I к
r c p c j l vertex
measure vertex manually
incisure track manually
shill all input coordinates

repeat event
reject event
call parameter display routine
start stop analog display
start stop digital display
reset film transport and repeat event
write detailed information on the V ?
continue

* these pushbuttons arc duplicated on the small box

(4)1)1

1
2
3
4
S
ft
7
8
9
10

Π

IVI N1 ACTION
continue, accept measured vertex
continue, do not accept
repeal the vertex search
repeat this event
reject this event, continue with the next
repeat search around new input
recompute vertex
linear search for a track
measure track manually
measure vertex manually

ГаЫ< 4. ο

E'VU'hLP pushbutton

usage

-81primary vertex strategy. When this strategy ів not
successful»which is indicated by the error code re
turned by EVCHEK, the operator guided strategy is
called. This procedure is also followed when the track
or vertex quality flags are not zero and this quality
check call is not prohibited by a switch on the re
mote control panel· Another switch can be used to
force the calling of the operator guided strategy in
dependently of the values of the error and quality
flags. The operator guided strategy always calls upon
EVHELP to receive its semantic information. The differ
ence

between the measured and the incut primary ver

tex coordinates is used to correct the secondary ver
tex input coordinates; the systematic deviations of
ten present in the premeasurement system are in this
way corrected. For each secondary vertex the control
section calls the secondary vertex strategy. After
finishing this strategy the control section decides,
in the same way as for a primary vertex, whether or
not to call the operator guided strategy.
1».3.2 Parameter and Data Bank Structure
All parameters for the vertex guidance routines
are contained in one commonblock. The operator can in
spect and change on-line each parameter by calling the
routine CHANGE. For debugging and development reasons
the values of local and global variables and тзагатеters can be displayed on the storage display or writ
ten onto the console teletype. This display and print
out can be requested at any suitably chosen nrogram
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by using the sense switches on the console of

the computer.
Data banks are set up to provide fixed positions
for each track; flag words are used to indicate what is
in a particular track position. Final data (the data to
be presented to the geometry program) can be stored for
a maximum of 18 track nositions. For the first 12 track
positions (the so-called work area) all the intermediate
data can also be stored; this includes the data for all
the possible intersections of these 12 tracks. After
the recognition and measurement of the primary vertex
is finished the associated tracks are moved to the
highest positions in the data banks. This generates free
positions in the work area needed for the measurement
of secondary vertex tracks. For the present experiment
this procedure leaves sufficient space for the measure
ment of the highest possible tonology (a six prong with
two neutral and two charged decays) and restricts the
moving of track data to one time for each established
track·
't.3.3 EVENT Procedures
Often U3ed sub-stategies are organized into pro
cedures. The procedures are implemented as internal
codes in a FORTRAN subroutine (and not as independent
FORTRAN subroutines) in order to avoid time and core
consuming information exchange between the Tjrocedures.
An imnortant parameter for all nrocedures and stra
tegies is the threshold used in the search scans of
FTNDTK. For the setting of this threshold 5 oarameters

-азare available in the parameter commonblock:
- the normal threshold,which will pick up most of the
tracks.
- the beam threshold,which is used to pick up very
light tracks, generally beam tracks or fast forward
tracks in a picture with low contrast.
- the dark threshold,which will ліск up slow dark
tracks (stopping protons or backward тзіопз) not de
tected using the normal threshold because ELSCAN is
receiving too many hits,
- a threshold percentage,denoting a scale factor for
the above threshold values. This factor is set by
the operator to compensate for transparency changes
when going from one roll of film or view to another.
A normal range is between 60? and λ2Ό%, Whenever the
normal, the beam or the dark threshold are mentioned,
the above parameters modified by the threshold percen
tage are implied.
- the threshold step,giving the amount by which the
strategies and procedures in EVENT can change the
threshold.
The following orocedures are available:
- Single circle search
This procedure searches, measures and checks
tracks in a circular search mode using FINDTK. The angle
cone parameter for FINDTK is calculated from the vertex
error and the radius of the search circle. This ensures
that only tracks having a good chance of belonging to
the vertex are picked up « If no new track is found by

-04KINDTK, this procedure returns to its calling strategy or procedure. If, however, a new track is found by
FINDTK the vertex recognition routine TVERT is called.
This is followed by a call to the routine EVCIIEK to
check the measurements for completeness. If the returned error code is zero, the "vertex complete check"
procedure is called in order to recompute the vertex
usinp; all tracks associated with the vertex.
- Vertex complete check
In this procedure the routine TVERT is called to
(re)compute the vertex with relaxed acceptance criteria usinR all the available tracks. The measurements
are then checked for completeness by calling EVCIIEK.
If the measurements are complete, this procedure returns immediately to the control section of EVENT.
Otherwise the procedure returns to its calling strategy or procedure.
- Kink

and stop point track search

This procedure searches for tracks ending on kink
vertices or stop points. The error code, set by EVCHEK,
indicates which kink vertex or stop point has no associated track. Searches for a missing track are done by
calls to the "region search" procedure» If needed these
calls are done with the normal threshold, the beam
threshold and the dark threshold.
- Region search
This procedure searches for a track p;oinrç through
α region defined by an externallyflivenpoint. If the
distance from the center of the region to the vertex is

-85lese than a nreset parameter, the routine MANV is called
to let the operator measure the track manually« In
such a case the track is not long enough to be measured
by the track follower. Using the 2 mm long PEPR lightline for measuring· Otherwise circle searches are set
up by calls to the "single circle search" procedure
covering the input region. The threshold should have
been set before this procedure is entered«
- Beam and fast forward track search
This procedure searches for tracks in either the
beam direction or the very forward direction« The
search is performed using the "single circle search"
procedure for three different radii (apwoximately 16,
20 and 30 mm»respectively), covering either the beam
region or the most forward region. For the beam region
the angle cone of the scans is set to twice the uncertainty in the beam direction; for the forward scans to
three times this quantity. All calls are done twice,
once with the beam threshold and once with the normal
threshold.

A description is presented here of each of the
three strategies.
- Primary vertex strategy
The flow chart of the primary vertex strategy is
shown in fig.

k,k.

The primary vertex strategy starts by asking if
there are any clearpoints associated with the primary
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-87vertex (see below).
If there are kink vertices or stop uoints, the
primary vertex strategy starts Ъу calling the "kink
and stop Ooint track search" procedure to search for
tracks connected to these points.
The search for tracks is primarily done around
arcs of circles centered at the vertex by calling the
"single circle search" procedure.Wheneven, after a com
plete circle search,only the beam track is missing, the
"beam track search" procedure із called to make special
scans for the beam track. If after these extra trials,
the beam track is still missing, the search is given up
and the strategy returns to the control section. In
these cases,the beam track is generally unmeasurable
because another beam track lies too close to be resolved
by the hardwareé Maximally four full and three half
circles are tried with radii (given as parameters) of
about 20,

, U, U, 16, 10 and 6 mm,respectively.

The first three full circles are done with the
normal threshold and the strong acceptance criteria for
the vertex recognition program TVERT. Because all the
tracks ending near the vertex may not immediately be
picked up, a non-vertex track could easily simulate a
vertex if the relaxed criteria were applied. There are
events (especially 2 prongs) where all tracks are
measured after the third circle but a vertex can nevertheless not be identified using the strong criteria.
In such a case the outgoing tracks are fast (and forward) and there are no large angle intersections.

-88Therefore,after the third circle the vertex acceptance
criteria are relaxed and the "vertex conmlete check"
procedure is cr.lled to try to recognize the vertex
using all available tracks. The "kink and atop point
track search" procedure is called once more to search
for possible missing tracks ending on kink vertices or
stop points.
If the measurements are not complete after the
third circle, it is often because a low momentum track
is missing. Thereforetthe fourth full circle is done
using the dark threshold. The hardware then usually
detects a lower number of signals resulting from the
lighter tracks, scratches and/or delta rays and pre
ferentially nicks up and follows the dark low momentum
tracks. If after the fourth circle there are still
tracks missing ending on a stop point (generally low
momentum tracks), the search is given up and the stra
tegy returns to the control section.
Λ second quite frequent reason why the measure
ments may not be conmlete after four circles is the
missing of a forward track. For this reason the la3t
three searches are done in the forward half circle on
ly« The threshold І9 set one step below the normal
threshold in order to increase the chance of picking
UT3 the generally light forward tracks.
After the last circle the "kink and stop point
track search" procedure is called to search for a
possible missing track ending on a kink vertex. If
there are too few tracks or too many beam tracks, the

-89"fast forward track search" procedure is called to
search for tracks in the very forward direction. In
the former case,generally a very fast, forward track
is missini, confused with beam tracks. In the latter
сазе,a non-interacting beam track close to the real
beam track hae been measured. The "fast forward track
search" procedure may then pick up the forward nart of
the spurious beam track and supnly this information to
the subroutine DELTA so as to have the non-interacting
beam track identified and deleted.
The primary vertex of a zero prong event is
handled differently because it has only an incoming
beam track and no outgoing charged particles. The ver
tex can therefore not be recognized by TVERT, which
requires at least 2 tracks. For zero-pronge the nrimary
vertex "strategy" calls the routine MANV and lets the
operator measure the vertex manually. The "beam track
search" procedure is called to search for the beam
track. If too many beam tracks are found, the "fast
forward track search" procedure is again called to
find the forward-going part of the spurious beam track
and to have the non-interacting beam track recognized
and deleted by the subroutine DELTA.
The input banks have the provision for щ> to four
so-called clear points (see chapter 1). These points
facilitate the pick up of difficult tracks; presently
the vertex guidance strategy does not require clear
points and no such points are measured in the premeasurement рпаве. Clear points are sometimes present

-90when the vertex guidance input information is generated from a point guidance input file (see chanter 1).
If there are clear pointy belonging to the primary
vertex, the primary vertex strategy starts by searching for the associated tracks by making calls to
FINDTK, using the linear search mode. These calls are
made with the normal threshold and,if required, repeated with the beam threshold.
A return to the control section is executed whenever the search is ended unsuccessfully. Each procedure called by the strategy returns to the control section when it decides that the measurements of all
tracks and the vertex have been completed.
- Secondary vertex strategy
The flow chart of this strategy is shown in fig.
U.5.
For a kink vertex the incoming track should already be measured at the primary vertex. This track is
then retrieved from the data banks.
The track search loop now consists of 5 hal·'*
circles in the forward direction with radii (given as
parameters) of about 20, 8, U, 12 and 10 mm respectively. The forward direction is defined as the direction going from the primary vertex to the secondary
one. In most cases the tracks of a V

and the outgoing

track of a kink vertex will lie in the forward half
circle. The first three half circles are done with the
normal threshold while for the last two half circles
the threshold is decreased by the threshold step.
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If, after the last half circle, too few or too many
tracks are present, a sixth full circle is done with a
radius of about 16 mm (a parameter); these scans are
also done with the normal threshold decreased by the

-OSthreshold step. Τη the case of too many tracks, there
is often a non-vertex track passing close to the ver
tex and the full circle allows the pick-up of the
other part of that non-vertex track and hence its de
letion. For the case of too few tracks the full circle
creates the opportunity to wick up a possibly back
wards goinf* track. As these two cases do not often oc
cur, the full circle is done at the very end and not
in between the half circles.
If there are clear points associated with tracks
belonging to the secondary vertex present, the stra
tegy starts with searching for the associated tracks
by calling FINDTK in the linear search mode. These
calls are made with the normal threshold and, if re
quired, repeated with the beam threshold. If tracks
are indeed found, the subroutine TVERT is called (via
a special entry of the "single circle search" -proce
dure) to recognize the vertex. If enough clear points
(2 for a V

and 1 for a kink vertex) have been given,

it is possible that the measurements are then already
conrolete.
- Operator guided strategy
The flow chart of the operator guided strategy
is shown in fig. U.6,
The routine EVHELP nresents the status of the
measurement results to the олега^г and translates
the decisions of the operator into the so-called ac
tion code (see table U.3).
When the action code denotes continue, repeat or
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reject commands (codes 1, 2, 3, h от 5)#the strategy
returns to the control section for execution of those
commands.
When the action code equals 6, the operator has
already measured the vertex manually. The vertex re
cognition routine TVERT is called to delete all tracks
that do not belong to this manually measured vertex.
The control section then calls the automatic strategy
for this vertex without initializing the data banks,
thus retaining the tracks and vertex already measured.
The "vertex complete check" procedure is called
when the action code equals 7. If this procedure finds
that the measurements of vertex and tracks are com
plete, it returns to the control section. There the
decision is taken, whether the operator guided strate
gy should be reentered or EVENT should continue.
When the action code equals 8, the routine FINDTK
is called in the linear search mode to find the track
indicated by the operator. If needed, the call is re
peated with the normal, the beam and the dark thres
hold. In the same way as for action code 7, the "ver
tex complete check" procedure is then called.
The routine EVHAND is called to let the operator
measure a track manually when the action code equals
10. This is followed by a call to the "vertex conrolete
check" procedure.
When the action code equals 11, the routine MANV
is called for a manual measurement of the vertex. Be
fore returning to the control section the routine
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EVCHEK ie called to set the error code.

-96V THE VERTEX GUIDANCE PRODUCTION PROGRAM

5.1 General Description
(cñ)

The vertex guidance production program

contains

the routines to locate and to measure the fiducial marks,
to recognize the vertices and the tracks of an event, to
obtain the ionization information of the tracks and to
handle all input and output data. A flow chart of the production program is shown in fig. 5·1· The solid connecting lines indicate the normal processing loop while the
dashed lines represent options·
In INIT the hardware (controller registers, computer
interrupt vectors, etc.) is initialized and the calibration constants and the parameters for the production program are read from disk files. In PRODIN the run parameters (the roll number, view number, etc.) are set by
the operator. The operator can call the routine FILMAN
for the handling of input files (moving files between magtape, dectape and disk, deleting files, etc.). After the
input record for an event is read from a disk file, the
film transport is started to position the event in front
of the CRT. During film transport the input data are
checked, unpacked and stored in the various input banks.
The fiducial locator routine (FFID) searches, measures
and checks the fiducials. Using the fiducial coordinates,
now translated into the PEPR coordinate system, the input
data for the vertex guidance routine EVENT (see chapter h)
are prepared. In OUTMES the output of EVENT and FFID is
corrected for pincushion distortion and is stored in the
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-98output bankt The ionization data gathering routine
(ION) measures the ionization information for all
tracks and adds this information to the output bank·
The final output data is written onto magnetic tape.
All the parameters for the measuring program are
contained in four commonblocks » In INIT they are
read from a disk file. The program CHANGE displays
these parameters on the storage display and gives the
operator the possibility to modify them. Thiß program
can be called by the operator whenever the measuring
program is asking for assistance. The operator can call
the routine ENDDIS after an event is completed; timing
and operator action statistics are then printed out.
For fine adjustment of the program parameters and for
debugging purposes it is possible to display or to
print out information at several important locations
in the production program. This display or urintout is
regulated by sense switches on the computer console.
5.2 Input-Output Data Handling
For each event there is an input record of 251
data words containing general information on the event
and the coordinates of the fiducials, vertices and
special points for each of the three views. This input
data, coming from the scan and premeasurement phases,
reside on magnetic tape. Several transformations are
done on the input coordinates:
- Definition of a new reference frame
Pre-stored coordinates of the fiducial marks in the

-99PEPR coordinate system define a new reference coor
dinate system. Translations and rotations are
applied to the input coordinates to transform them
into this new system. Whenever a large change occurs
in the PEPR coordinate system due to hardware rea
sons (e.g. a new CRT, a new deflection coil) it is
only necessary to remeasure the fiducial marks and
place their new coordinates into the production pro
gram. No changes are required in the scan and premeasurement programs.
- Centering of the event
The precision and resolution of the CRT scanner is
better in the middle of the CRT than on the edges.
Therefore film transport steps are calculated to po
sition the event in the middle of the CRT, The in
put coordinates are shifted accordingly. Furthermore,
for each view an approximate value for the angle of
the beam track at the primary vertex is calculated,
using constants in the production program.
The input records for all events in one roll of
film are combined into one logical file. Because the
PDP-9 system software restricts the length of a physi
cal file to about 2'40 records if random access is to
be used, this logical file consists of one or more phy
sical files. A logical file can reside on disk, on one
or two dectapes or on both. Λ record of the existence,
the contents and the location of the logical files is
kept on a small disk file. In the routine FILMAN input
records are read from magtaoe and, after the coordi-

-100nates are transformed, a logical file is created on
dectape or disk. The logical files can be moved between
disk and dectape or they can be deleted.
The logical file of the film to be measured must
reside on the disk. Random read and write access is
provided to all records in the logical file. Before the
measurement of a new view or film startef a routine is
called by PRODIN to check if the coordinates of vertices and special points for that view are indeed present. If not, they are calculated from the coordinates
in the other view(s) already measured. The parameters
for this calculation are determined by a routine in
FILMAN, using a roll of film for which all three view3
have been measured.
After the fiducials have been measured by the production program, the coordinates of vertices and special points are corrected for the difference between
the input and measured fiducial coordinates. These coordinates are then transformed to the distorted PEPR
coordinate system for use by EVENT. In OUTMES the output coordinates of EVENT are transformed to the undistorted PEPR coordinate system. The input vertex coordinates on the disk record are corrected for the
difference between the input and measured vertex coordinates. This assures that when the vertex coordinates
for the other view(s) are calculated, the measured vertex coordinates are used.

-1015.3 Fiducial Locator
(59)
The fiducial locator

searches for the fiduci

al marks, measures them and checks the measurements.
As input,the rough relative coordinates of the fiducials are given. The stopping accuracy of the film trans
port gives an uncertainty in the rough coordinates of
2 mm in the X direction. Changes in the PEPR undistorted coordinate system (due to different positions of the
calibration grid and due to gain changes in the deflec
tion electronics) and inaccuracies in the guidance of
the film also cause uncertainties in the input coordi
nates. A flow chart of the fiducial locator is shown
in fig. 5.2.
The search for the fiducials is organized into
several trial loops over the fiducials not yet found.
At each new trial the search threshold is decreased to
allow the location of fiducials having a wide trans
parency range. The input coordinates of each fiducial
are updated using the differences between the input and
output coordinates of the previously located fiducials.
At the input position a scan is performed in the X di
rection by calling the routine ELSCAN (see chanter U).
If just one element is found, it is considered аз a
fiducial arm candidate and a scan in the Y direction
is performed. The fiducial is located if that scan also
gives just one element. If the fiducial is not found
the step logic is entered to search for the fiducial in
an area around the input position. The search area for
the first fiducial is larger because the uncertainty in
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its position is larger· When in the search scans more
than one element is found, the search for that fiducial
is given up. Resolution of these ambiguities, which
arise from one or more tracks crossing a fiducial arm
parallel to the other arm, is not attempted. This situ
ation does not occur often because the arms of the fiducials are at '+5 with the beam direction and because
most fiducials are found at a threshold too high to
allow detection of the crossing track.
When the fiducial is located the center logic is
entered. There the optimal threshold *"or measuring each
fiducial arm is determined by calls to the entry ELTHRS
of the routine ELSCAN. The effect of the hysteresis in
the deflection coils is minimized by moving the elec
tron beam around the corners of the CRT face (see sec
tion 3·2). The beam is then placed at the center of the
fiducial and a delay is introduced, sufficient to allow
the deflection coils to settle (see section 3.Ό. The
two arms of the fiducial are then accurately measured
and the position of the center of the fiducial is cal
culated·
Title coordinates o<* the fiducials are available
on a disk file. They are derived using a large sample
of PEPR fiducial measurements and the known geometri
cal positions of the fiducials on the bubble chamber
window. Without measurement errors, a six_parameter li
near transformation would give the exact relation be
tween the fiducial coordinates and their title values.
Аз there are measurement errors, these six Oarameters

- 1 Oli

are actually determined using least squares fits. The
fiducial measurements are accented if the difference
between the transformed coordinates and the title
values for all fiducials is less than a certain para
meter. A minimum of four fiducials is required for an
accepted set. The fiducial with the largest difference
can be rejected and the fit repeated to get an accep
ted set of fiducials. If after three such rejections
no set is accented, control is given to the operator
for appropriate action.
The operator can repeat the fiducial measurement,
can delete one fiducial measurement and reneat the
checking or can accept the measurement. When the inmit
fiducial coordinates are wrong or the picture is no
longer available because the film І9 torn or lost, the
operator can delete the present event and continue
with the next one. When the film is incorrectly posi
tioned in front of the CRT, the operator can reset the
film transport and reneat the entire processing of the
event. The program CHANGE can be called by the opera
tor to inspect or to change the parameters for the
searching or checking of the fiducials.
The input and output coordinates of the fiducial
locator are all in the undistorted PEPR coordinate sys
tem. The transformations to and from the distorted sys
tem (needed for scanning) are done as much as possible
during the wait time needed for the settling of the
deflection coils.
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5«^ Ionization Measurement
The purpose of the ionization measurement is to
measure the distribution of the bubbles along the
tracks. This distribution is a function of the veloci
ty of the particle and can therefore, in combination
with momentum information, be used to determine the
mass of the particle (i.e. its identity). The ioniza
tion method used here is the one also used for PEPR-1
(26)
and wa9 described in a special publication
.A
ehort description of the method and of the routines
will be presented here.
With the PEPR light-snot, successive sweeps are
made across a track (see fin;. 5.3a). The transparency
along the track is thus sampled at discrete joints
(every 1U microns). When the sampled pulse height is
above a nreset value (the threshold) the PEPR hardware
detects a 'hit', otherwise a 'miss' is recorded. The
pulse height of a bubble (when the center of the lightspot moves over the center of a bubble) varies over
the film due to differences in illumination of the
bubble chamber, intensity variations of the light-snot
itself and variations in spot size and bubble size.
For each small track segment the local maximum pulse
height is therefore determined by finding the thres
hold at which all hits disapnear (the vanishing thresh
old ).
a

In fig. 5«3b the percentage of misses is shown ая

function of the 9can threshold. The point at which

all hits disappear is in practice not well defined and
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therefore the vanishing threshold is taken at the
point where some 20Í of the scans still have a hit»
The scan threshold for the data gathering sweeps is
then set to a fixed percentage (presently 6C%) óf the
vanishing threshold. For each sweep the presence of a
hit or misa is recorded and written onto the PEPR output tape. This data is used by the off-line ionization
programs which run on the central URC computer.
The apparent ionization I of a track can be parameterized as:
I - G(1 + m 2 / p 2 )
where m is the mass, ρ the momentum and G a geometrical
correction factor for the projection onto the film.
This apparent ionization is in turn related to three
correlated quantities which can be determined from the
measured data:
f » с.

-

exp "

, the so-called lacunarity, experi

mentally defined as the ratio 'missee'/'hits + miss
es'
- I
-

я

Cp/I, the average gap length

b *> c_ (exp U

-1)/I, the average blob length

The c'a are proportionality constants dependent on
spot size, bubble size and the bubble density for mi
nimum ionizing tracks. In practice more complicated
formula's

are used which contain a number of em

pirical correction factors. Each event hypothesis,
used in the kinematical fitting program (see section
1.3.1)» is taken in turn. For each track the ionization

-108pararaeters (f, 1 and b) are calculated in each view
using the above formula's, the momenta resulting from
the measurements and the mass values from the hypothesis considered. These calculated values are then
compared to the measured values and an ionization confidence level of the hypothesis is calculated· Hypotheses having too low an ionization confidence level, as
compared with other hypotheses, are then rejected.
The flow chart of the ionization data-gathering
routines

is shown in fig. 5·^· Each track found

by the Vertex Guidance program is taken in turn.
Around each measured track point the track is approximated by a small line segment. The length of the segment is adjusted in order not to overlap with the segments of the neighbouring track points or neighbouring
tracks. The sweeps are performed along the segment in
either the X or the Y direction; this operation is referred to as a slice scan. The search for the vanishing
threshold (VT) is organized as an iterative loop. The
first slice scan is done with the threshold (called the
trial threshold) set equal to the previous vanishing
threshold (PVT). The hit limit (HL) for this slice scan
is set to 20Í of the number of scans. As eoon as HL hits
are found in the slice scan, it is known that the trial
threshold is below the vanishing threshold and scanning
in the current slice scan is terminated. For the next
slice scan the trial threshold is then increased by 20$
of PVT. If less than HL hits are found in the slice
scan, the trial threshold is above the vanishing thresh-
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-noold and for the next slice scan the trial threshold
is decreased by 20? of PVT. The hit limit is changed
by a factor "trial threshold divided by PVT" to compensate for the effect of coalescing bubbles· This
iterative loop proceeds until the trial threshold
crosses the vanishing threshold· The average of the
last two trial thresholds is then taken as the vanishing threshold for the segment· For speed reasons the
sweeps for the vanishing threshold determination are
done only every second main deflection count (every
28 microns)· It has been established that this has no
effect on the accuracy of the ionization measurement.
The threshold for the final ionization data
gathering slice scan is set equal to 2/3 of the
vanishing threshold· Each hit or miss is recorded as
a 1 or 0 in a bit-string and this string is directly
written into the output bank. Record is kept of the
number of times that more than one hit is found in a
single sweep. If this number of multiple hits is larger than a fixed percentage (currently 5%) of the number of sweeps, the data of the whole slice is discarded. In such a case there usually is either another track, an electron ray or a film scratch close
to the real track.
By setting switches on the remote control panel,
the operator can request print and display routines
to be entered either after each track segment or after each track.

-1115.5 Implementation
The entire vertex guidance production program
consists of about 55 К words (1 К = 2 1 0 = 102U) of PDP9 instructions and data. Decause the conrouter has on
ly 32 К words core memory, the production program
must be implemented as an overlay structure (there is
no paging or virtual memory hardware on the PDP-9).
The system routines (the resident monitor, the I/O
handlers and buffers and the overlay executive) take
about 7<5 К words which leave some 2U.5 К words for
the production program. Several considerations influ
ence the design of the overlay structure:
- Although a special, fast overlay executive (see
section 2.2) is used, the length of the overlay
branches must be kept small in order to minimize
the time needed for bringing branches into core.
Also the number of times per event that a new over
lay branch is brought in must be kept small.
- The system program, that builds the overlay load,
effectively only allows a one level deep overlay
structure.
- The PDP-9 core memory is organized in banks of 8 К
words and because no program can cross a bank boun
dary, this tends to leave empty space in each core
bank.
- The programs that receive hardware interrupts must
be placed in the resident code of the nroduction
load in order to ensure that an interrupt can
always be processed.

-112The final chosen overlay structure із shown in
fίβ· 5.5 · For each event only two branches (1 and 3)
are usually needed and each branch is called once on
ly. Branch 1 contains the "automatic" vertex guidance
routines not contained in the resident code» while
branch 3 contains the fiducial locator and the ioni
zation routines. Only when the vertex jcuidance rou
tines need operator intervention must branch 2 be
called. The empty space in the core banks is minimized
by forcing the loading of the largest programs first
and by distributing the usually small utility routines
over the various core banks. The production program
now takes some 2U.2 К words and therefore only about
300 free words remain.
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-113VI PERFORMANCE OF THE PEPR VERTEX GUIDANCE SYSTEM
In the middle of 197^· production was started on
PEPR-2 using a preliminary version of the vertex guidance production programé Improvements and additions
to the production program were implemented as experience with this preliminary version was gained (see
section U.2). By mid-1975 the production program had
reached the stage described in this thesis· As of the
moment of writing (November 1976) some 112,000 events
of the Ui2 GeV/c K"p experiment have been measured by
PEPR-2. In this chapter the results of the PEPR vertex
guidance system are evaluated· The time usage of the
various routines of the production program are compared· Capacity and throughput of the system are compared with the PEPR-1 system· In addition, the accuracy and efficiency of the measurements on the geometry
and kinematics levels are compared with measurements
of PEPR-1 and of the completely manual devices
(ENETRA's).
6«1 Time Usage of the Production Programs
The real time clock of the PDP-9 was used to
gather data on the time spent in the various routines.
Because the interval of the clock is rather long (20
milliseconds), the time spent in any specific routine
could not be measured by counting the intervals of the
clock between the beginning and the end of the routine.
Instead, a statistical method was used that recorded
which routine was being executed at each time interval

-"Mil-

interrupt

. This data

аз usually gathered over 50

to 100 measured frames and printed out in the routine
ENDDIS at operator request. This output was subsequent
ly used to calculate the average time required per
routine per frame. In table 6,1 the time usage is given
for the most prominent event topologies.
The film transport time depends upon the number
of events on a roll of film and is therefore different
for the three topologies. The film transport time is
partially overlapped by the handling of the data from
the input record.
The time used by the fiducial locator is about the
same for all tocologies. About one quarter of the fi
ducial locator time is used for scanning and associated

Time in seconds
Film transport
Fiducial Locator
Vertex + tracks measurement
Manual measurement
Operator help
Ionization
Input - Output
Total time

4 pr.

2pr.

y0 + -

2.27
1.15
7.91
0.10
7.39
2.50
0.68

1.58
1.13
6.40
0.31
5.59
1.64
0.50

1.67
0.99
7.85
8.17
12.46
2.24
0.57

22.00

17.15

33.95

Table 6. 7 Average time breakdown per frame

-115logic (including pincushion transformations) and another quarter is wait time for the settling of the deflection coils. The other half of the time is used for
checking of the measured coordinates. In some '\0% of
the frames the check logic rejects one or more fiducials. Occasionally no accepted fiducial set is found;
usually this is due to a problem with the film (a
missing or torned frame, a very faint brenner-mark,
etc. ).
The time required for the measurements of vertices and tracks depends upon the accuracy of the premeasured input coordinates. The input files for the
charged and neutral decay events (V

") were derived

from the relatively accurate PEPR-1 input files (see
chapter 1). The accuracy of the primary vertex coordinates appears to be about 200 microns. This accuracy
contains systematic components due to distortions in
the premeasurement tables and the applied coordinate
transformations. Once the primary vertex coordinates
are measured the coordinates of the secondary vertices
are known with an accuracy of about 100 microns. The
input files for the U-prongs and the 2-prongs were derived from the scanfiles. Accuracy is lost in packing
the data on the scanfile; as a result the accuracy of
the premeasured vertex is only about UOO microns. For
the second view of a U- or 2-prong event the vertex
can be calculated with an accuracy of about 300 microns while for the third view the accuracy appears
to be about 250 microns. In both cases the increase in

-116accuracy is obtained by using the vertex information
already measured by PEPR.
The time required for the automatic measurement
of vertices and tracks is about the same for U-prongs
as for V

~ events. The greater inaccuracy in the in-

put U-prong vertex is compensated by the fact that
after some tracks are found the U-prong vertex becomes
rather accurately known. Comparing 2-prongs with hprongs one would expect measuring times proportional
to the number of event tracks (5 for 'f-Orongs and 3
for 2-prongs). The larger measuring time per track for
2-prongs indicates that more non-event tracks, which
pass close to the vertex, had to be followed.
The distribution of the measuring time over the
various measurement routines is given in table 6.2.
About half of the time is spent in the track follower.
Only some 25% of the track follower time is not spent
in one of the scan routines; this is due to the fast
prediction algorithm used. The scan routine ELSCAN
uses about half of the automatic measuring time. This
is the motivation for coding this routine in assembler
language and optimizing it for speed. The routines
SAVTRK, DELTA and TVERT, which use floating point calculations, take less than 20$ of the measuring time.
This indicates that the use of these time consuming
floating point calculations has been successfully minimized.
The time required for ionization appears to be
proportional to the average number of tracks per frame.

Percentage of time

4 pr.

2pr.

v° •-

EVENT
FINDTK

6
26

6
27

9
24

Logic
ELSCAN
TRACK

SAVTRK
DELTA
TVERT

Table 6.2

15
26
7
5

13
30
5
4

10
30
6
4
8
3
7

53

52

50
Logic
ELSCAN
ELWAIT
ELTHRS

II
13

II
16

11
15

7
3
5

Percentage of time for the vertex
automatic measurement
routines

7
1
6

guidance

The ionization time is dominated by the hardware sweep
time.
About one third of the U-prongs requires operator
help· These cases are generally difficult i it takes the
operator an average of about 20 seconds to complete the
measurement. The manual measuring time for U-pronrçs is
spent locating the vertex position of events and occasionally measuring very confused tracks. For the 2prongs about Uo? of the vertices require manual
measurement of the vertex position; in addition,all of
the short proton tracks must be measured manually. However, most of these oases are rather simple, taking an

-118average of about 12 seconds per case« Most of the V
events have vertices that must be measured manually and
are rather difficult to recognize by eye (V with small
opening angle, small angle kinks). Short kink tracks
are also measured manually and are difficult to measure,
especially when they are in the forward direction and
are confused with beam tracks. The total manual measu
ring time for the V

~ tonologies is therefore rather

high·
Originally the PEPR-2 vertex guidance system was
only intended for 2- and U-prongs because of the limi
ted capacity of the PDP-9 computer. Only by introducing
a substantial amount of operator assistance was it pos
sible to measure V

events on PEPR-2. Several methods

could be implemented to reduce the time required for
operator heln and manual measurement of vertices and
tracks. For exanrole, instead of using calculated
circles for checking track quality and for calculating
the vertex position, one could use fitted circles mo
dified by high order polynominals. For measuring short
stopping tracks and short kink tracks one could think
of methods using the PEPR light-snot instead of the
line. All these methods would reduce the operator hein
and manual measuring time at the cost of increasing
the automatic measuring time. However, for the present
computer (a 32 KW PDP-9) it артзеагз that the gain would
be negligible or non-existent; for the present system
the operator is in many cases faster than the computer.
In addition, besides measuring sneed, also accuracy

119and efficiency must be considered when comparing com
puter and manual methods; often it is also easier to
obtain a high pattern recognition efficiency with ma
nual methods· Of course, these findings are primarily
due to the limited capacity of the PDP-Q; a substan
tially more powerful

computer system would conside

rably shift the point where automatic rescue methods
would become faster than manual ones.
6.2 Throughput and Efficiency
The throughput

(62 )

and the geometry efficiency

of both PEPR-1 and PEPR-2 for the various event topo
logies measured in 19T1* and 1975 are given in table
6.3. Because the film of the U.2 GeV/c K~p experiment

Device

Year

Run

Topo
logy

Speed
ev/hr

Number of
events

PEI'R-1

1974
1975

KJ73
KA73

y0+ -

27
22

30,922
28,390

1974
1975

KJ73
KA73
К J 73
KA73

35
41
56
29

17,296
18,530
25,405
11,375

PEPR-2

Table 6.3

y0+ -

4 pr.
4 pr.
2pr.
y0+ -

Throughput and

Geometry
Efficiency
(single pass)

efficiency

Vo
V*-

74%
65%
90%
95%
9 У»

Vo
V*·

86%
70%

-120was taken in several runs having different quality,
the measurements are subdivided accordingly. Two different runs are considered here: one exposed in June
1973, the other in August 1973; they are labeled KJ73
and KA73, respectively.
The speeds given are calculated from the number
of measured events divided by the total measuring
time. This measuring time includes time required to
change rolls of film, to change input files and to
train new operators; it also includes small breaks
taken by the operators. Not included however is the
time required for calibration. The measurements were
processed by the HYDRA geometry program. The geometry
efficiency is defined as the number of events successfully passing geometry divided by the number of scanned
events. Eventa which are lost due to errors in the
premeasurement system or due to magnetic tape errors,
are thus counted as unsuccessful. For this reason the
overall efficiency of the PEPR system (number of successfully measured events divided by the number of input events) is actually a few percent higher than the
geometry efficiency. When deciding whether an event
has passed geometry or not, the beam track is not taken
into account; beam tracks can always be added later in
the kinematics program by using the so-called beam editing technique.
The U-prong measuring speed on PEPR-2 is now U1
events per hour and the U-prong geometry efficiency is
about 95%·

By comparison, the ENETRA's (on-line to a

-121PDP-11/UO computer) measure U-prongs with a speed of
about 5 events per hour and a geometry efficiency on
the order of 90?. The 3peed and efficiency of Ί-prongs
measured by PEPR-2 increased in 1975, as compared to
1

197*» even though the film quality decreased· This in
crease was due to a series of improvements in the pro
duction program and the hardware implemented during
1971»:
- Quality checks on track and vertex measurements Tierformed by the operator (see chapter U),
- Changes and adjustments in the hardware reducing the
RMS of the pincushion distortion correction from
about 3 microns to about 2 microns (see chapter 3)·
- Speed optimized coding for the scan routines and for
other frequently executed program parts,
- Optimization of the track search procedure and ad
justments of its parameters (see chapter h),
- Improvements in the input data handling system (see
section 5.2).
The V

" events of the KA73 run were partly

measured on PEPR-1 and partly on PEPR-2. These topolo
gies are measured faster on PEPR-2 than on PEPR-1.
The decrease in measuring speed from 1971* to 1975 for
PEPR-1 was due to two reasons:
- an increased load on the main URC computer, resulting
in a slower response time and a lower effective proces
sing speed.
- reduced film contrast for the KA73 run as compared
to the KJ73 run.

-122The geometry efficiency of the vertex guidance PEPR-2
system is seen to be 5 to 10$ higher than that of the
point guidance PEPR-1 system.
The use of the scheduled production time in 1975
for both PEPR's is given in table 6,U. For PEPR-1 the
URC computer was on the average available for 8 hours
üer day, 5 days per week; PEPR-2 was on the average
scheduled for 52 hours per week. The downtime for both
PEPR's was about the same and was of the order of 15^.
The time needed per calibration run is somewhat larger
for PEPR-2 because of the large number of floating
point operations to be done on the PDP-9 computer. The
larger fraction of "no-operator" with PEPR-2 as compared to PEPR-1 is due to differences in policy and
personnel operating those devices. As a result both

Percentage υΓ time

PEPR-1

System up
No input
No ope ra lor
Test time
Calibration
Measuring
Computer down
PEPR down

84

Table

6.4

PEPR-2
86
1
3
1
4
75

8
8

Scheduled

time

1
18
2
6
59
10
4

usage

(1975)

-123PEPR's were effectively used for actual measuring for
about 30 hours per week.
6.3 Accuracy
Important quantities related to measurement ac
curacy are the so-called helix fit track residuals«
The residuals of a track are determined by projectinpj
the reconstructed track trajectory back onto the three
views and calculating the deviations of the measured
points from the projections. The distribution of the
RMS values of these residuals (evaluated per track)
for U-prong events measured on PEPR-2 (K.T73 and KA73
runs) are shown in fig. 6.1.
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The (rather broad) distribution peaks at about fi microns*
Before events can be reconstructed by a geometry
program, certain program parameters (the so-called
titles) must be determined. This is done by measuring
on a large number of frames all the visible fiducial
marks, which have precisely known positions on the
bubble chamber windows. Normally one set of titles can
be used for an entire run, but for the KJ73 and KAT3
runs it was necessary to determine the titles for each
roll of film separately in order to get acceptable results. This effect was traced to some mechanical problems of the film cameras and could be responsible for
the broadness of the RMS distribution

. In order to

get better information on the accuracy of the PEPR-2
device a sample of It-prong events of an older run (a
run made in September-October 1971 and referred to as
KSO71) already measured on PEPR-1 was remeasured on
PEPR-2. The helix fit RMS distribution for those events
is shown in fig. 6.2, the equivalent distribution for
the PEPR-1 measurements is shown in fig. 6.3. The PEPR2 distribution now peaks at around 5·5 microns and the
•full width at half maximum' (FWHM) is about 3.5 microns. For the PEPR-1 distribution the peak is around
7 microns and the FWHM is about 5«5 microns. For the
ENETRA's the helix fit RMS distribution typically peaks
at around 8 microns and has a FWHM of about 9 microns.
The conclusion is therefore that the PEPR-2 measurements are more accurate than the PEPR-1 and the ENETRA
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measurements.
In an effort to trace systematic effects, several
rolls of l*-prong events from the KJ73 run measured on
PEPR-2 were also measured on the ENETRA's. These Itprong events were all processed by the HYDRA geometry
program. The geometry efficiency for these PEPR-2
events was 85.3$ while for the ENETRA it was 85.7%. To
allow a comparison on a track by track basis the geometry output files for the PEPR-2 and ENETRA measurements of these l*-prongs were merged

(63)

. For each

track the differences between the ENETRA and the PEPR
measurements of the inverse radius (R

) , the azimuthal

angle (PHI) and the dip angle (DIP) were calculated.
The distributions of these differences (for about TOOG
outgoing tracks) are shown in fig. 6«'». They were fitted to gaussian functions with quadratic correction
terms to compensate for the non-gaussian tails. The
quantitative results are given in table 6.5. The deviations of the central values from zero contain a negligible statistical effect, i.e. are largely due to systematic effects. The 'standard deviations' are a
measure of the expected statistical fluctuations for
an individual track; in all three cases are the observed systematic effects substantially smaller than
these statistical fluctuations. The relatively largest
systematic effect is seen in the PHI distribution.
This may be caused by the fact that on the ENETRA's
effectively a slightly different coordinate system was
used through measurement of sete of fiducials different
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Track parameter
4-prongs

difference

distributions

KJ7'0 PEPR-2 ENETRA

4pr.
KJ73
PliPR-2 ENIÌTRA

central vuluc

R"1 difference

(

1.51 ±0.09) IO"1 m"'

(7.13 10.07) IO"3 m'1

1)11» difference

( 0.14 ±0.05) IO""1 rad

(3.64 + 0.04) IO"3 rad

Pill difference

( 0.63 ±0.02) IO"3 rad

(1.67 + 0.02) IO"3 rad

Tab Le 6.5

Track parameter

standard deviation

difference

KJ7'¿ PEPR-2 ENETRA

valuer,

4-prongs

-129from the ones used by PEPR. Indeed» the deviation зеегав
to come partly from a rotation of the coordinate sys
tem; the PHI difference distribution for beam tracks
shows a deviation from zero of (-0.29 - O.OU) 10~3 rad.
No significant differences in the above distributions
were observed when only positive or negative tracks
were considered.
On the averagetthe tracks on PEPR-2 appear to be
some 10Í longer than those measured on the ENETRA's
(see fig. 6.5)· It had previously been observed that
on PEPR-1 the tracks were measured some 10$ shorter
than on the ENETRA's

. In general,larger measured

track lengths imply more accurately determined track
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-noparameters» In the PEPR-2 production progTam extra pre
cautions were taken to assure that tracks were measured
over as great a length as possible. The resulting im
provements (105? over the ENETRA, 20# over PEPR-1) indi
cate that these precautions were successful·
The U-prong measurements described here took place
in August and September 197'*. Several improvements have
since been made to the PEPR-2 measuring system (see
section 6.2) that have increased the efficiency and
the accuracy of the measurements. Also the ENETRA's
were in the meanwhile placed on-line to a PDP-11 А О
computer; this has increased the efficiency but has not
influenced the accuracy.
6.U Measurement Quality: U-Prongs Comparison between
PEPR-2 and ENETRA's
The Η-prong events from the KJ73 run measured on
both PEPR-2 and the ENETRA's were further examined in
terms of their kinematics results.
Some 1700 events were processed by the kinematic
program GRIND. During the output scan each event was
analyzed and classified as belonging to one of the fol
lowing categories:
- Accepted: the event has one or more acceptable hypo
theses·
- To be remeasured: the event must be remeasured be
cause it has not been (correctly) measured or because
it has no acceptable hypotheses.
- Not in sample: the event does not satisfy the crite
ria used for defining a U-prong. In some of these

-131сазеа one of the outgoing tracks has a kink and the
event is therefore a topology UlO event; in other ca
ses the direction of the beam track deviates too much
from the average direction; etc.
A decision matrix illustrating these categories
is given in table 6.6a· Each matrix element gives the
number of events with the PEPR-2 and ENETRA decisions
denoted by its row and column position. Note the rela
tively large number of 'non-diagonal' events which are
rejected by one measuring machine but accepted by the
other« This is only to a small extent caused by charac
teristics (e.g. fast forward tracks) allowing an event
to be successfully measured by one device and not by
the other. A comparison between events measured twice
on the same device also yields a substantial number of
non-diagonal events; the effect thus appears to be
mainly of statistical origin.
The kinematics efficiency can be defined as the
number of events having one or more accepted hypothe
ses divided by the total number of events in the sample.
Even more than the geometry efficiency, the kinematic
efficiency depends on the particular experiment and the
hypothesis acceptance criteria used. For the PEPR-2
events the (single pass) kinematics efficiency was 82.0$
while for the ENETRA's it was lk.2%.

On the kinematic

level PEPR-2 is therefore more efficient than the
ENETRA's.
Events, accepted by both the PEPR-2 and the
ENETRA'st were counted into a matrix with the rows and
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ENIiTRA'S
number of
events
Ι'

accepted

to be
remcasurcd

1001

281

11

1293

156

117

11

284

6

106

117

404

128

1694

not in
sample

accepted

E
Ρ
R

to be
re measured
not in
sample

5
1162

a) Decision matrix

ENETRA

Ρ
lì
Ρ
R

•s

% hyp.

4C

1С

OC

4C

25.2

2.7

0.3

28.2

1С

3.0

32.9

2.6

38.5

OC

0.3

2.2

30.8

33.3

28.5

37.8

33.7

100.0

2

b) Weighted percentage of hypotheses
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Percentage
of events

ENETRA'S

26
49
25

Accepted
Not decided
Kcmcasu renient

l'lìPR-2
without
ionization

with
ionization

30
53
17

55
28
17

c) Ionization influence on automatic decision

Table

6.6

PEPR-2 ENETRA comparison

4-prongs

KJ70

columns now indicating the constraint level of the
PEPR-2 and the ENETRA hypothesis, respectively. For
events with two hypotheses both hypotheses were entered but each with a weight of one half. Events with
more than two acceptable hypotheses were not considered.
ThiB 'weighted percentage of hypotheses' matrix is
given in table 6.6b. The percentage of events in the
various constraint classes is about the same for
PEPR-2 and the ENETRA's· It has been shown for the
current experiment, that events with one or more neutral particles have a very low probability of faking
a kC fit

; an event with a UC fit for at least one

measuring device, can thus be regarded as a 'real' l»C
event. Both measuring devices loose approximately the

-13»*enne number of UC events to lower constraint classes.
The hypothesis selection discussed above is done
аз automatically as possible with the help of a de
cision program that uses all available information.
For the ENETRA events only 'geometric' information І9
available·, for PEPR-2 events the decision program can
also invoke ionization data to classify events into
the categories 'accepted' or 'to be remeasured'. All
events

not automatically decided upon, must be in

spected and decided by a human operator during the out
put scan. It is interesting and important to evaluate
the gain obtained in the (time consuming) ouput scan
as a result of the PEPR-2 ionization measurement capa
bility. In table 6.6c the results of the decision pro
gram are shown for the ENETRA events and for the PEPR-2
events both with and without using the ionization in
formation. The use of the ionization information re
duces by approximately a factor two the number of
events which must be inspected by the operator. Again,
this finding is experiment dependent.
Important quantities related to the measuring ac
curacy are the so-called pulls of the tracks. The pulls
show the extent to which the fit routines have adjust
ed the measured track parameters in order to fulfill the
requirements of energy and momentum conservation. For
each track of a fitted event the pulls for the Ρ - 1 , PHI
and DIP parameters are defined as :
A

m-Af

-135-1

vhere

A denotes Ρ , PHI,DIP respectively
m denotes a measured quantity
f denotes a fitted quantity
Δ denotes the error on either a measured or a
fitted quantity

For the measurement errors the so-called external er
rors are used; these external errors are calculated
from empirical formula's containingf in addition to
the {geometrical quantities specifying the individual
track, a general parameter called the 'setting error'.
This setting error can be regarded as the accuracy to
which a point on a track can be measured on the film.
It is different for each measuring device and can be
determined by looking at the probabilities of the
track reconstructions. The setting error was deter
mined to be 12 microns for the ENETRA and 8 microns for
PEPR-2

. The fit errors are calculated by the kine

matic fit routines starting from the measurement
errors. The denominator of the pull formula is a mea
sure of the expected error on the difference between
measured and fitted quantity. The minus sign in the
denominator is due to the strong correlation between
the measured and fitted quantity.
When there are no systematic measuring errors and
the errors on the parameters are correctly estimated,
the distribution of a pull should be a gaussian func
tion centered around zero with a standard deviation of
one. The pulls were calculated for all outgoing tracks
of the UC hypotheses and their distributions (shown in
fig. 6.6) were fitted to gaussian functions.
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-139The central values and the standard deviations found
are given in table 6.Ta. The standard deviations indi
cate that the setting errors were underestimated by
approximately 10 to 20!?. The DIP pull distributions are
broader than the other distributions; this can be due
to the bad titles for the KJ73 run caused by the film
camera problems. The deviations of the central values
from zero indicate that there are also some systematic
effects.
To get a better indication of the size of these
systematic effects, the average values and the FWHM
values of the so-called 'relative difference' distri
butions are given in table 6.7b. The 'relative dif
ference' is defined for each track parameter as:
Λ - A.
m
f
ΔΑ
m
The Ρ - 1 distributions show the largest systematic dif
ference between measured and fitted parameters; the
systematic error in P"1 is about 20Í of the measurement error in P _1 . In general the systematic deviations are smaller for ΡΕΡΠ-2 than for the ENETRA's.
Another interesting quantity to look at in deter
mining the accuracy of the measurements is the missing
mass squared (MM 2 ). For each event hypotheses this
quantity is defined as:
MM2 = (E. - E f ) 2 - (P. - P f ) 2
with E. t E

the sum of the energies of the initial and
final particles respectively.

-1>»0-

central value

4С 4 prongsKJ73
pulls

standard deviation

pull I'"

PEPR-2
ENETRA

0.24
0.30

1.11
1.14

pull DIP

PEPR-2
ENETRA

0.15
0.17

1.35
1.36

pull Pill

PEPR-2
ENETRA

0.01
-0.09

1.16
1.19

1

a) Pull distribution values. The statistical error on the central
values is about 0.03

FWHM

average
value

4C 4 prongs К J 73
relative differences
Г'

PEPR-2
ENETRA

0.17
0.21

1.4
1.6

DIP

PEPR-2
ENETRA

0.04
0.04

0.7
0.7

Pill

PEPR-2
ENETRA

0.01
-0.08

0.7
0.9

b) relative difference distribution values

Table

6.7

Pull

and relative

4-prongs

KJ7'¿

difference

values

4C

-1)41-

P.. P„ the sum of the momentum vectors of the
ι* f
initial and final particles respectively·
Only the measured (non-fitted) momenta are used to cal
culate the MM 2 . The MM 2 distributions for the UC hypo
theses considered here are shown in fig. 6.7« Th«.· dis
tributions are expected to be skewed towards negative
values due to the use of quantities with related errors
in calculating the MM 2 . The PEPR-2 distribution is
narrower than the ENETRA distribution and also has a
lower tail. Once more the measurements of PEPR-2 ap
pear to be somewhat more precise than the ENETRA
measurements.
The general conclusion is that PEPR-2 measures
U-prong events more efficiently and more accurately
than the ENETRA.
6.5 Measurement Quality: V

" Events Comparison between

PEPR-1 and PEPR-2
About 11,000 V

" events from the KA73 run measured

on PEPR-2 are now compared ín terms of kinematic
results with approximately the same number of V
events from the KA73 run measured on PEPR-1. Note that
contrary to the analyses described in section 6.U, one
now compares samples of non-identical but similar
events.
The kinematics efficiencies separately calculated
for V

and V " events are given in table 6.8. The lower

kinematic

efficiencies for PEPR-1 can be explained by

the fact that the PEPR-1 system measures vertices with
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Kinematics efficiencies
(single pass)

V

v+-

o

PEPR-2

66.5 ± 1.4

59.1 ± 1.9

PEPR-1

45.6 ± 1.2

41.1 ± 1.6

Table 6.8
Kinematic efficiencies

(single

pass)

ν

KA73

a low accuracy· To accomodate this effect the tolerance
for the reconstruction of vertices was set to 66 mi
crons on the film for PEPR-1 while it was 15 microns
and 10 microns for PEPR-2 and the ENETRA respectively.
'Phis low PEPR-1 accuracy for measuring vertices cre
ates problems in determining the parameters of par
ticles connecting two vertices.
For both PEPR's the 'weighted percentage of hypo
theses' are again presented in table 6.9· From repeat
ed measurements with hand measuring machines it is
known that in the present experiment the percentage of
hC fits is 23.6% for V + " and 12.1*2 for the V o events.
It is clear that PEPR-1 loses UC fits, especially for
V " events. This loss was corrected by remeasuring on
the ENETRA's the events failing on PEPR-1. For PEPR-2
only a small loss for V

events is observed.
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V0

ν 0 + ·ΚΛ73
'У, of the fits

PEPR-2

PEPR-1

PEPR-2

PEPR-1

4C

11.710.5

11.0 ±0.5

23.4 ± 1.2

15.3 10.9

1С'

39.0 ± 0.9

40.8 ± 0.9

41.3 ± 1.6

46.7 1 1.6

(X'

49.3 ± 1.0

48.2+ 1.0

35.3 ± 1.5

38.01 1.4

Weighted

percentage

Table

6.9

of fits

ν

KA73

For the UC events the MM2 distributions are shown
in fis· 6.8, The distributions show the same general
characteristic as the Uc '*-Orong MM2 distributions«
The PEPR-1 distribution has a longer tail than the
PEPR-2 distribution.
The pulls were calculated for the outgoing tracks
of the 3C V

vertices; the distributions are shown in

fig. 6.9. The setting error used for calculating the
errors on the track parameters was 8 microns for PEPR2 and 9·6 microns for PEPR-1. These distributions were
again fitted to gaussian functions and the central
values and the standard deviations are given in table
6.10. For PEPR-2 the standard deviations of the Ρ

-1

and PHI distributions agree with the same quantities
for its Η-prong events. Contrary to the U-prong situ
ation, the standard deviation of the DIP pull distri-
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M' V o trucks К Λ 73
pulls

central value

pull Ι'"'

PliPR-2
PI-PR-1

- 0.136
- 0.097

1.113
1.147

pull 1)11'

Pl-PR-2
PL-PR-1

0.058
0.070

1.134
1.161

pull PHI

PliPR-2
PFPR-I

-0.068
-0.004

1.138
1.175

Table
I'uLl

values

¿C ν

on the central

6. TO

KA76, the

values

standard deviation

statistical

are about

errors

0.012

bution is now comparable - for both measuring de
vices - to the ones found for the P~ ! and PHI pull
distributions. The difference in width between the
DIP pull distributions for U-prong tracks and V
tracks could not be attributed to the difference in
average DIP angle} the cause of this effect is not
cleartbut the results obtained indicate that at least
it is not correlated with the measuring device used.
For PEPR-2 the central values are closer to zero than
the central values of the 'l-prong pulls. The central
values are somewhat better centered at zero for PEPR1 than for PEPR-2.
For the V o events the mass of the decaying neu
tral particle can be calculated from the measured

-150momentum vectors and the masses of the decay products.
The neutral particle can be either a neutral К meson
(K°) or а Л baryon. The calculated mass squared distri
butions are shown in fig. 6.10. The distributions were
fitted to ßaussian functions (with quadratic correction terms) and the central values and the standard
deviations obtained are presented in table 6,11. The
central values for the PEPR-2 and PEPR-1 distributions
are in agreement; the PEPR-2 distributions are somewhat narrower than the PEPR-1 distributions. In the
literature

the mass squared of the K° and the Л

are given as (O.2H77I І 0.00013) GeV2 and (I.2M56 Í
0,00012) GeV2, respectively. The deviations of the
measured values from the literature values therefore
are on the order of 8 to 15$ of the standard deviations of the distributions. From such small deviations

V o calculated
mass squared

κ"
Λ

'I'ahic СП

central value
(CicV 2 )

standard deviation
(GeV 2 )

I'l-I'R-I

0.2483
0.2482

0.0048
0.0050

Plil'R-2
PliPR-l

1.2451
1.2449

0.0038
0.0044

ι·ι;ΐ'κ-2

ν mass squared values KA?2t the
errors
GrV

2

on the central

values

statistical

are about 0.0001
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-153no conclusions can" be drawn about systematic effects
because the mass squared distributions were used to
calibrate the magnetic field in the bubble chamber.
The observed distribution widths are a measure of the
precision of the ΡΕΡΠ systems. The values observed for
PEPR-2 correspond to a measurement resolution around
the K° mass of approximately 5 MeV and around the Λ
mass of approximately 2 MeV.
In general it can again be concluded that PEPR-2
measures V

and V ~ events more efficiently and more

accurately than PEPR-1.
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A1. APPENDIX 1
In this appendix technical details are presented
of the vertex guidance pattern recognition subroutines.
A block diagram of the urogram chain was presented in
fiß. U.3. The values of the parameters and the constants in the formulas presented

are typical for an

average film of the U.2 GeV/c K"p experiment. Coordinates are given in units of 1/8'th of a main deflection count (denoted by 'IDC; 1 MDC is about 1.75 micron). The angles are яі еп in units of half an angu
lar unit (denoted by ANU; 1 ANU is about 0.35°).
A1.1 ELSCAN (Element Scan)
All precision measurements are done with the PEPR
light-line by calling this routine

· Sweeps over a

selected range of angles are performed around the in
put coordinates. Hits belonging to one element (track
or fiducial) on the film are grouped together. The co
ordinates of the recognized elements are calculated
using the calibration parameters.
A track or fiducial mark on film will give a hit
not only if the line is exactly parallel to it, but
also if there is a small difference in angle. The pul
ses get lower and broader with increasing angle differ
ences (see fig. A1.1). Because the width is determined
at a fixed level (the threshold) hits having a small
angular difference with resOect to the track will all
have about the same width value. Also the 1С (the dis
tance to the beginning of the sweep) values of the hits
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are about the same. These hits are therefore grouped
into clusters by a chaining method (see fisc. A1.2).
Processing of a hit (represented by PHI, 1С and W)
starts as soon as the hit enters the commiter. If the
new hit cannot be assigned to an existing cluster or
if no cluster exists, a new cluster с is opened by
defining:
PHI = PHI
с
1С
= 1С
с

W

=w
с

Any new hit is assigned to cluster с if the following
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ІРИІ - PHI
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where A , A

and A

з

are constants different for the

different line length and angle increment values used,
The hit is assigned to the first clueter satis-fying
the criteria and to this cluster only· The coordinates
of the cluster are then updated as follows:
PHI = PHI
с
1С = (1С +IC)/2
с
с
W = (W +W)/2
с
с
A cluster is accepted as an element if its number of
hits is greater than a constant A· . The sweep coordi
nates of the element are calculated as:
PHI = (PHI,+ PHI )/2 average of first and last angles
e
i n
1С

η

= (.Σ, 1С.)/η
e
1=1
ι

W

η

= (.E, W.)/n
e
i=l ι

average of all 1С values
^
average of all W values

The coordinates of the element are then calculated in
the distorted PEPR coordinate system using the cali
bration parameters. All input and output angles are
in the distorted angle space and therefore the angle
of the element is not corrected for the angle distor
tion.
The scanned area on film is defined by the input
X and Y coordinates, the angle range (given by a cen
tral value and an angle cone) and the distance in the
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з ерр direction (gate value). From the latter the con
troller window register value is calculated, restric
ting the number of hardware hits entering the computer.
The sweep length value is also calculated from the gate
value in order to minimize the hardware time needed for
sweeping. The threshold, line length, an^le increment,
clock rate and least count values are input parameters.
For α given element the optimal threshold can be
determined by calling the ELTHRS entry of ELfîCAN. This
optimal threshold must be low enough to detect the element and as high as possible to minimize hits from
other objects on the film. The optimal threshold is
found by repeatedly scanning with different thresholds
and selecting the threshold leading to a number of hits
somewhat greater but not much greater than the constant

V
Another entry of ELSCAN called ELWAIT can be used
to position the CRT beam at any desired location and
to wait a certain time for settling of the deflection
system.
To achieve a high speed (important because ELSCAN
is frequently called) the program is coded in assembler
language aid is highly optimized. Hardware sweep is as
much as possible overlapped with software calculations.
Gufficient time is allowed for the settling of the deflection system (see chapter 3) but again this time is
completely overlapped with software calculations.

-151Λ1.2 TRACK (Track Follower)
A flow chart of the track follower

>

is shown

in fig. A1.3. The normal program flow (indicated by
solid lines) consists of the basic activities: predic
tion of the next element, scanning for this next ele
ment and storing of the results (if found) in the data
bank. In specific cases other activities are requested.
These consist of retry strategies when the scan acti
vity is not successful, of scan threshold adjustments
and of strate^ decisions related to the vertex posi
tion
Only tracks which belong to the vertex need to be
measured. Therefore it is important to test as noon
as possible if the vertex lies on the track. A certain
measured length of track is required before this test
can be performed and this length can be smaller the
closer one is to the vertex. Track following therefore
proceeds first in the direction of the vertex. When
the vertex is reached or when the following towards
the vertex cannot proceed (see the gap logic ), the
track is followed outwards as far as possible. After
wards, "inwards" following is resumed if necessary.
Using the outbound lever arm, there is now a larger
chance of finding the elements missing in the general
ly more crowded vertex region. The direction logic
handles the tracking direction and also takes care
of the hysteresis and settling time of the deflection
system.
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-161A special fast circular nrediction called the
"turning апя:1е method" is used (fiя. ΑΙ.Ό. "Or each
newly found track point (i) a circle is calculated
through this and the two nrevious track noints; this
circle is characterized by the turning апдіе (A.) be
tween the two circle chords. The length of the chord
between two noints i and ,i (d. .) is annroximately
і»Л
taken as an integer number (N. .) times a basic nre1» .1

5. . » arctan (Y. - Y./X. - X.)
i#J
ι
л i
J
ß

i,i-1 - 3i-1,i-2

R.
г

2α.
ι
d
i,i-1+di-1,i-2
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diction length D (currently 256 MDC), From the turning
angle and the lengths of the chords an аллгохіп«И;е
inverse radius is calculated:
1/R. - 2 A . / ( d . f i - 1

and D/R.-2A. / ( N . ^

+

d._1(._2)

' V ^ )

For predictions a kind of average inverse radius is
used:

D/R-.Ï, (2A.) / J / N . ^ •Mi_lf._2)
As more track points become available this procedure
improves the accuracy of the inverse radius of the
track. The next element is predicted by:
X>JL1 = X. + N. , . D cos(B. . _ 1. + P)
1+1
ι
i+1,i
i»i
Y. . = Y. + N. , . D sin(B. . . + P)
1+1
ι
i+1,i
i,i-1
PHI. , = PHI. + N. , . D/R
1+1
ι
i+1,i
with

Ρ - 1/2 (N.^, . + N. . J
ι+1,ι

D/R

ι,ι-ΐ

Because only a limited number of track noints are need
ed, the prediction length (N.

.) is increased as the

number of track noints increases. The error on the nredicted point is therefore taken to be the same for all
nredictions (25· MDC for the coordinate in the scan
direction and 8. ANU for the angle). Apart from some
integer multiply and divide computer instructions,
this turning angle method only requires the calcula
tion of one arctangent (for each track noint found)
and of one sine and one cosine (for each Oredicted
noint). Using

specially developed trigonometric rou-

-latines (see chapter 2 ) , the turning angle method is very
fast. Although the tracks are never completely circular due to the presence of the pincushion distortion,
the turning angle method proved itself to be sufficient
for the current experiment. The method can easily be
expanded to handle tracks with chancing curvature (e.g.
the tracks photographed through wide ancle optics
in the new giant bubble chambers) by evaluating the inverse radius (D/R) using the last few track point3
only. For the first track points this circular nrediction of course cannot be used and a linear prediction
is used instead.
The scan for track elements is performed by a call
to the routine ELHCAN. The scan gate value and the
angle cone are set equal to the errors on the predicted
coordinates and the predicted angle,respectively. Because the angle is predicted using the measured angle
of the previous point, all scan angles can be kept in
the distorted angle space. To limit the risk of slippino; off onto another track or picking up noise elements, the track must be digitized at the highest possible threshold (the optimal threshold). This optimal
threshold varies over the track length due to a variety of reasons:
- the variations in the number of bubbles covered by
the PEPR light-line due to the (Poisson) distribution
of the bubbles along the track.
- the variations in the transparency of the film caused
by varying illumination and development conditions.

-l6U- variations in the CRT nhosnhor light output.
To compensate these effects the threshold logic rede
termines the optimal threshold for every k'th track
point by calling the ELTHRS routine (k is a parameter
currently set to five). The first scan for a new ele
ment is performed at the optimal threshold and when
no element is found the scan is repeated twice using
lower thresholds. This adjusts for very local varia
tions in the optimal threshold.
Sometimes no elements are found in the scans.
Possible reasons are:
- there is a very low number of bubbles at the scanned
location
- there is a very confused region (delta rays, cros
sing tracks, scratches)
- there is no element because the prediction is made
m s t the end of the track
- the predicted coordinates are wrong.
The so-called дар logic then tries to find elements by
changing the prediction step and entering the predic
tion and scan logic once more. On the first entrance
of the gap logic the prediction step is cut in half
(unless it is already minimal). When this cut is not
successful the prediction steps are set equal to 1.5»
2.0 or 2.5 times the original step (rounded off to the
closest integer number). If still no element is found,
track following in the current direction is stopped.
During gap logic tracking, the errors on the predicted
coordinates (and hence the scan gate and angle cone

-1Г.5values) are increased to account for the larger nrediction length and to increase the chance for nicking
up the track in case the last established track point
was bad. This, however, also increases the chance of
picking un elements not belonging to the track, and
therefore any element located during gat) logic must
undergo a special check (see below). If the track is
not yet established (less than 3 track points measur
ed), no changes in the prediction step are made and
track following in the current direction is stopped
immediately.
When an element is located while the gap logic is
active, or when more than one element is found in a
scan, the special check logic is entered. For each ele
ment the difference in turning angle between the circle
going through that element and the first and middle
elements of the track and the circle going through that
element and the first and last track elements is cal
culated. This difference must be less than a preset
parameter (2.5 ANU)j this parameter is increased by я
factor of k if less than 5 and a factor of 2 if leas than
10 track points have been established» If just one ele
ment survives the test, it is accepted as a track point,
otherwise the gap logic із reentered.
As soon as track points are found over a length
of at least 20 basic prediction lengths the 'vertexon-track' check is done. A circle is calculated
through the first, middle and last point of the track
and the transverse distance of the vertex to that

-166circle is calculated. If this distance is greater than
the error on the vertex coordinates, track following
is stopped. This simple method is fast but not very
accurate and therefore when usin^ this method, the external error on the vertex position is required to be
larger than a preset parameter (200. MDC).
If tracking proceeds towards the vertex, it is
checked that the prediction lene^th is smaller than the
distance of the last track point to the vertex. If
needed, the prediction step is decreased to allow finding

elements close to the vertex. If the last element

is indeed close to the vertex (leas than 1 basic prediction length) tracking towards the vertex is stopped.
For debuti nrç and adjustment the values of located coordinates, predicted coordinates, thresholds
and internal variables can all be written onto the
storage display. After each scan a routine can be entered which displays the track points, the predicted
element and the located elements on the point plot
display. These options are selected usinrç the sense
switches on the computer console.
Λ1.3 SAVTRK and DELTA (Track checking)
In fifí. A1.5 a flow chart of the routine SAVTRK
is shown. For each measured track this routine is
entered to check for discontinuities caused by following the track over a kink or a secondary scatter or
by зіірріпд off onto another track. Furthermore, in
this routine each measured track is assi/çned a label,
a connection and a quality qualifier.
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-i 68In the 'sort track points' loffie, any track with
a length smaller than the distance of its fir3t point
to the vertex ія rejected. Track points closer than 1
mm to the vertex are deleted because the PEPR li^htline, which is 2 mm lon^, does not sufficiently over
lap with the track to ensure an accurate measurement.
Λ track with less than 6 track points is also re.iectedé A maximum of 16 points, equally distributed over
the entire track leniçth, are selected and are stored
in a free position within the data banks.
For the continuity check a circle is calculated
through the first, middle and last selected noints.
Each selected point is required to lie within a certain distance of that circle; this distance is calculated for each track as :
10. + 2. 109/R2 + IO"1* L
with L = length of the track
R » radius of the track.
The second term of the expression accounts for the non circularity of a low momentum track, while the third
term allows for deviations due to the use of pincushion distorted coordinates. This simple but fast method is
not able to detect inaccurately measured points or to
indicate the point where the track is followed over a
kink or secondary scatter or onto another track. Therefore if one of the track points fails the test, one or
more track points are deleted and the 'sort track
points' Іодіс is entered адаіп. On the next two passes

-160the first and the last of the remaining points are deleted. These points are often wrong because they are
measured in the confused vertex

region or with a par-

tially overlapping PEPR light-line. On the next passes
the last quarter of the remaining track points are deleted to remove the points after a possible kink, scatter or slip-off point.
In order to label the track as positively or negatively charged the sagitta of the circle is calculated. If the absolute value of the sagitta is less
than ko MDC no decision on the charge sign is made.
Any track with the appropriate charge is checked for
being a beam track. The radius should then be (within
its error, calculated as 500, (R/L·)2) equal to the
average beam track radius (currently 3»5 10 MDC),
Furthermore, the direction of the track at the vertex
must be equal (within a limit set to 15 ANU) to the
input beam direction.
Each track is checked to see if it ie connected
to a track end point. When the track search is for the
primary vertex this can be a kink vertex or a sto™ point,
and when searching tracks for a kink vertex this is the
primary vertex. The connected point must lie (within
its error IE) on the circle calculated through the
track« In addition, the distance between the connected
point and the last track point must be less than a
test value, calculated as:
IE + L/5
but not allowed to be less than 1000 MDC (about ? mm)
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ог larger than бООО MDC (about 10 mm)·
It often happens that a track geometrically be
longs to more than one vertex· To check if a track al
ready assigned to a vertex in reality belongs to an
other vertex, the distance of the first track noint to
both candidate vertices is calculated. If tne aistance
to the alternative vertex is smaller than a parameter
(2000 MDC, about U mm) and smaller than the distance to
the current vertex,and if, in addition, the deviation
of the alternative vertex from the circle through the
track is smaller than the deviation of the current ver
tex, the track is rejected.
A track is defined as being of first quality (qua
lity code 0) if:
- the sagitta is greater than 100 MDC
- the track is longer than 10000 MDC ( about 2 cm)
- the track leaves the fiducial volume·
If this is not the case, there is a possibility that
the track is not measured over a sufficiently long dis
tance and the quality code is set to 2.
A manually measured track is handled differently
by 3AVTRK. No points are deleted for lying too close to
the vertex and the continuity check is left out« The
track is only labelled as a beam track or as undecided·
The quality code is set to 1 to denote a manually
measured track.
In the routine DELTA

(57)

each track accepted by

SAVTRK is compared to all other tracks. It may haopen
that the same track was already measured and the program

-ιγιmust then detect such a double measurement and select
the best one. The track nay be a non-event track mass
ing close to the vertex; this can only be detected if
the track was also measured on the other side of the
vertex.
The routine DELTA starts with some simple but fast
tests to select the track nairs that need further
checking. It is required that:
- the angles of the first track points are identical
(or opposite) within a limit (30 ANU)
- the radii of the circles are equal within their
errors (calculated in SAVTRK)
If a track pair passes these tests( a detailed check is
done by comparing the first, middle and last point of
the shortest track with the circle passing through the
longer track.
For a "doubly measured track check" all 3 Ooints
of the shortest track must lie on the circle calculated
through the longest track within a distance calculated
for each point by:
U0. + D2/(l6. R)
with D = the distance to the closest point used to cal
culate the circle
R = the radius of the circle.
The second term again accounts for the non-circularity
of the track, which causes the deviation of a point
from the calculated circle to increase with increasing
distance from the closest track point used to calculate
the circle. If two tracks are indeed the same

-172the shortest one is deleted.
For the "passing track check" a test distance for
each of the three points is calculated as:
20. (1. + D/L + 8. (Ü/L)2) + 5. 106 D/R2
with D = the distance to the first point of the longest track
L = the length of the longest track
H = the radius of the longest track.
The first term of the expression accounts for the extrapolation of the circle to the tested point, the
second term accounts for the non-circularity of the
track. The tracks are not linked if one of the three
points deviates more than twice its test distance from
the circle through the longest track. If all three
points deviate less than their test distances the
tracks are linked. In all other cases the tracks are
called partially linked. Linked tracks are not immediately deleted in order to enable later checks for a
double measurement of the track parts. Partially linked
tracks are handled differently in the vertex recognition program TVERT.
Λ1.)< FINDTK (Track Finding)
.
This routine

(57)
searches for track starting ele

ments either in a circular pattern around the vertex
or in a linear pattern pointing towards the vertex. A
flow chart of FINDTK is shown in fig. A1.6.
The circle search pattern is presented in fig.
Л1.7а. The radius of the circle, the start and end
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-175anrçles of the arc and the an^le cone of the зсапз are
Riven аз input parameters. The scan Rate and the dis
tance betveen the scan cells are calculated to cover
the entire arc with the minimum number of scans. The
central anRle for each scan cell is set equal to the
anRle of the line joining the scan cell center and the
vertex. Л11 search scans are done with one and the same
threshold level, Riven as an innut parameter«
The purpose of the linear search (fiR. Л1.7Ь) is
to find a track RoinR through a Riven innut noint and
the vertex. As soon as such a track із found the s'sarch
is terminated. Scans are nerrormed around the inmrt
point on the line joining the vertex and the input
point. The distance between the scan cells is set equal
to the length of the PEPR lijçht-line (about 2 mm). The
scan Rate is set to the uncertainty (IFERR) in the input position while the scan cone is calculated as:
ARCTAN((IVER + IFERR)/ID) + ARCTAN(ID/16000)
with IVER = the external vertex error
ID

= the distance from the input noint to the
vertex.

The first term accounts for the uncertainty in the
anRle of a straiRht track at the input point due to
the еггогз in the location of the vertex and the input
point. The second term allows the detection of a track
with a momentum as low as 0.1 OeV/c (for the current
experiment). The scan is performed in only one sweep
direction; this limits the detection of curved tracks
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at large distances from the vertex. If necessary, each
ясап cell is repeated with the threshold increased
or decreased by 10/S of the in-nut threshold
value.
To avoid double measurements of the same track
each element is checked to see if it lies on a pre
viously measured track. For this purnose FINDTK saves
in a separate data bank, for each track followed
(whether belonging to the vertex or not), the center
and radius of the circle calculated through the first,
middle and last point of the track, and the direction
of the track at its starting point. The latter is used
for a quick check (the angle difference between the
element and the track must be less than '»5 ) before
calculating the radial distance of the element from
the track« If this distance is less than a parameter
(20 MDC) the located element is not accented as a
starting point for the track follower. The parameter
is set sufficiently low to enable the detection of
tracks lying close to each other, yet large enough to
minimize double following of the same track.
For each accepted starting point the track follow
er is called. A completely followed track is checked
and qualified by calling the routines SAVTRK and DELTA.
A1.5 TVERT (Vertex R e c o g n i t i o n )

• (57)
This routine
recognizes the vertex and calcu
lates its position from the intersections of tracks.
Either strong or relaxed criteria can be selected for

-177t h e r e c o g n i t i o n p r o c e s s . Λ q u a l i t y code (IVFLG2) i s
a s s i g n e d t o each r e c o g n i z e d v e r t e x . Once a v e r t e x po
s i t i o n i s r e c o g n i z e d , each t r a c k i s checked by TVERT
t o see i f t h e t r a c k belongs t o t h i s v e r t e x . The flow,
c h a r t of TVERT i s shown i n f i g .
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-178To parameterize the tracks in the vicinity of the
vertex, a circle is calculated through three track
points lying close to the vertex. The first track
point after 10ramof track length is taken as the
third circle point. For very curved tracks (radius
smaller than 60 mm; in this experiment a 0.U OeV/c
track) that distance is decreased to 5 mm. The first
track point is used as the first circle point, while
the second circle point is chosen halfway between the
first and third one. For each track the calculation
of the circle is done only once and the center and
radius of the circle and the length of track used are
stored in the data banks,
As long as the vertex vas not recognized in a
previous call to TVERT and was not manually measured,
the vertex recognition and calculation section is en
tered. This section is also entered if one wants to
recompute the vertex because more tracks have become
available since the time the vertex was first recog
nized. All track pairs not previously examined, are
considered. For a V

vertex, the track Oair is reject

ed if both particles have the same charge. For a kink
vertex one of the tracks must end on the primary vertex,
and the outgoing and incoming track must have the
зате charge. For each non-re.iected track nair the
intersections of the circles calculated through the
tracks are calculated. If one of the two circle inter
sections lies within twice the external error of the
input vertex, it is taken as the intersection point of

-170the two tracks.
A special test is done in case of a V vertex.
The transverse momenta of the V

particles with res

pect to the direction of the neutral particle have to
be equal due to conservation of momentum. This equali
ty also holds for the projected trajectories on the
film. The momentum of a particle is proportional to
the radius of its trajectory, but makes a 90 апксіе
with it. Therefore the transverse momenta of the V
particles are proportional to the perpendicularly pro
jected radius of their trajectories on the neutral
particle direction. The difference between the two
projected radii is required to be lesa than:
1600 (|RP1| + |RP2|)/D3 + 1+0. (R1 + R2)/D
with ПР1, HP2 = the projected radii of the tracks
ІП, R2

= the radii of the tracks

I)

= distance between primary and V ver
tex.

The first term accounts for uncertainties in the pro
jections, the second term for uncertainties in the
radii. A quality code is assigned to each intersec
tion. If the anrçle between the tracks at the intersection point is less than a preset parameter (0.Ц
radian), the intersection is defined as second quali
ty. This is also done if one of the tracks is a parti
ally linked track. Otherwise the intersection is de
fined as first quality.
To find the primary vertex all intersections are

-180grouped into clusters in their two-dimensional film
plane space. A cluster is defined as a set of points
satisfying the following conditions:
a) each cluster point can be connected to every other
cluster point via an ordered chain of points, so
that the distance between two adjacent points is
less than a certain preset distance IBELT (initially set to 50 MDC).
b) the distance from each cluster noint to every point
outside the cluster is greater than IBELT.
A cluster is thus a free lying group of points, separated from other points by more than IBELT. To accept
one of the clusters as the vertex, either strong or
relaxed criteria can be used. The relaxed criteria
allow a greater chance of locating an inaccurately or
incorrectly determined vertex position,and great care
must therefore be taken when selecting this mode. Using
the strong criteria a cluster is accepted as describing
the vertex if it has at least two first quality intersections more than all other clusters. Using the relaxed criteria a cluster is accepted if at least one
of the following conditions is met:
a) there is only one cluster
b) the cluster has more first quality intersections
than all other clusters
c) the cluster has at least as many first quality
intersections and more total intersections than all
other clusters.
If none of the clusters is accepted using the relaxed

-18 Icriteria, the parameter IBELT is increased by a factor
?. and the whole clustering and recognition process is
repeated once.
The coordinates of the vertex are calculated as
the average of all first quality cluster noints or, if
there are none, of all cluster points. The vertex error
is set equal to the value of IBELT divided by the num
ber of first quality points or, if there are none, to
the value of IBELT. If there are two or more first qual
ity points and IBELT has not been enlarged, the vertex
is defined as first quality. Otherwise the vertex is
defined as second quality.
Λ secondary vertex is recognized as soon as there
exists one but not more than one intersection for it.
The coordinates of the intersection are taken as the
coordinates of the vertex. The quality of the vertex is
set equal to the quality of the intersection. For a
first quality vertex the error is set equal to half
IBELT and for a second quality vertex it is set equal
to IBELT.
The total vertex error, used by the track follower,
is calculated by adding the value of a parameter (200
MDC) to the initial vertex error.
Лз soon as the vertex is recognized or the recog
nition is not needed because the vertex was previously
recognized or manually measured, the "vertex on track
check" logic is entered. For each track the vertex is
required to lie within a test distance on the circle
calculated through the first nart of the track. This
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test distance is calculated for each track ая:
2

IVER + 15. (1. + D/L + 8.(D/L·) ) + 5. Ю

6

2

D/R

with IVER = internal vertex error
D

= distance of vertex to first track point

L

= length of track used to calculate the
circle

R

= radius of the circle

This function has the sane form as the пазsin«*-trackcheck function (see section A1.3). To speed up the
testing the deviation of the vertex from the circle
is first compared to IVER + 15· and onlv if needed is
the full test distance calculated. A track is deleted
if the vertex does not lie on it.
Finally, as soon as a recognized or manually
measured vertex becomes available, all well linked
tracks (see section A1.3) are deleted.
A1.6 EVCHEK (Completeness Check)
. (57) determines the completeness and
This routine
the quality of the measurements of the current vertex.
The completeness, or rather the shortcomings, of the
measurements are indicated by setting U P bits in the
error word IERROR. The meaning of each bit was shown
in table U.1. More details on the role of some of
these bits arerçivenbelow.
- Pit 17 and 13: Too few or too many tracks
Л missinß beam track is not considered fatal because
it can be corrected in therçeometrvprogram usinr* the
so-called bean-editing technique. The beam track is

-183therefore not taken into account when setting these
hits,
- Bit 15 : No charge balance
Kor the primary vertex a quantity NCHAR is calculated
by subtracting from the required number of positive or
negative tracks (as deduced from the topology of the
event) the number of located outgoing tracks with un
decided charge. If the number of positive or negative
tracks that have been identified is less than NCHAR
the error bit is set« For V

vertices this bit is set

if there are at least two tracks with the same charge.
For kink vertices this bit is set if all the located
tracks do not have the same charge.
- Bits Π , 10 and Q: Kink vertex not on a track
When there are one or more kink vertices, the primary
vertex must have tracks ending on these vertices. The
kink vertices are numbered according their position in
the vertex input bank (with number 1 for the primary
vertex).
- Bits 5 and h: No or too many connections
The kink vertex can have only one track connected to
the primary vertex»
The track quality word (IQUAL) of the track
measurements is set to two if there is a second quali
ty track (not counting beam tracks end the tracks con
necting to another vertex or a stot) point). Otherwise
the track quality word is set to zero. The vertex qua
lity flag (IVFLG2) is either set by TVERT or by MANV
for a manually measured vertex.

-.18>*A1.7 MANV and EVHAND (Manual Measurement)

(57)
For manual measuring routines

the analog dis

play is switched on, centered at the current vertex
position. On the digital peint plot display the posi
tions of the vertices are shown together with the
(moving) position of the measuring cross.
In MANV the operator uses the speedball to place
the measuring cross on the vertex shown on the analog
display and presses one of the pushbuttons to actually
perform the measurement. The coordinates of the vertex
are then set equal to the coordinates of the measuring
cross and the vertex error is set equal to a parameter
(225 MDC). The vertex quality flag ія set to denote a
manually measured vertex.
In EVHAND the operator measures a track point by
positioning the measuring cross on it and pressing one
of the pushbuttons. After the last track point (deno
ted by pressing another button) the routine SAVTRK
(see chapter A1.3) is called to store the manually
measured track in the data banks.
A1.8 EVHELP (Operator Help)
• (57) is
· called by the operator guided
This routine
strategy of EVENT. Its purpose is to present to the
operator the results of the measurements, to act on
commands given by the operator using the remote con
trol panel and to return instructions to the operator
guided strategy.
Upon entrance to EVHELP the analog display is
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On the digital point plot display the measured tracks,
the vertices and the fiducial houndary of the view are
displayed. Initially the center and magnification of
the display are set to allow mapping of the entire CRT
face on the display. Switches on the remote control
panel are available to center and magnify the displav
in order to get a detailed look at the measurements.
Two pushbuttons are available for selectively starting
or stopping the analog or digital display. Correspondence between the digital and analog pictures is established by a small cross that indicates the position
of the center of the analog picture on the digital
display. On top of the digital screen the event topology, the vertex nature and an error or warning message are displayed. The error or warning message is
derived from the error code (IERROR) and the quality
flags (IQUAL for the tracks and IVFLCx2 for the vertex).
Because one error type (e.g. too many tracks) can set
more than one error bit (e.g. too many tracks and no
charge balance) the displayed error message is generated using the table U.2. The table is searched downwards starting from the top; as soon as a condition is
satisfied the associated message is chosen. On request,
by pressing one of the pushbuttons, detailed information about the measurements of vertex and tracks can
be written onto the storage display.
The operator indicates additional points and
tracks using the measuring cross of the analog display

-186or occasionally the lichtpen of the digital display.
A program activity is requested by pressing one of the
pushbuttons (see table h»3)t

the ones most often used

being duplicated on the small pushbutton and switch
box (see chapter 2). The action to be performed by the
operator guided strategy of EVENT is indicated by an
action code. A description of the function of the more
important buttons will now be given.
- PBO: Delete track
During the display of the tracks the program continuously checks after each track display whether a lightpen hit has occurred and if so that track is flagged.
Pressing PBO results in the deletion of the last track
flagged. When no track is flagged, the measuring cross
coordinates are used to select the track to be deleted.
This is done with the following strategy: one calculates the radial distance of the cross coordinates to
the circles through all tracks lying on the same side
of the vertex as the cross; the track with the smallest
distance is taken, provided that this distance is smaller than a preset parameter (100 MDC). The action code
is set equal to 7, causing the calling of the "vertex
complete check" procedure.
- PB1: Repeat search around new vertex position
The measuring cross coordinates are taken as the manually measured vertex. The action code is set equal to
6 to repeat the entire search for vertex and tracks
while retaining the tracks already measured.
- PB2: Add track

-187The coordinates of the measuring cross are read out
and the action code is set equal to 8. The operator
(guided stratefsy then performs calls to FINDTK in the
linear search mode to find the trackrçoinrçthrough the
vertex and the point indicated by the measuring cross.
- PB3: Repeat vertex
The measured tracks and vertex are deleted and the
action code is set to 3 to repeat the search for vertex and tracks·
- PfiU; Measure vertex manually
The action code is set equal to 11 causing the operator guided strategy to call the manual vertex measuring
routine MANV,
- PB5: Measure track manually
The action code is set equal to 10 causine; the operator guided strategy to call the manual track measuring
routine EVHAND.
- Pitó: Shift all input coordinates
Due to errors in the p^emeasurement system, it sometimes happens that all input coordinates are shifted by
nearly the same amount. If this pushbutton is pressed
the measuring cross coordinates are taken as the new
primary vertex input coordinates and all other input
coordinates are shifted accordingly. This pushbutton
can also be used in the routine EVHAND and is only active during the primary vertex search.
- PB15: Reset film transport and repeat event
It sometimes happens that the wron^ film frame is in
front of the CRT, This can be caused by a noise pulse

-188in the film transport control or simply because one or
more frames have been cut out of the filnw The operator
then presses this button, resets the film transport and
types in on the console teletype the sequence number of
the frame in front of the CRT· The action code is set
equal to U,causing EVENT to return to its calling program with a repeat event flap; up. The whole processing
of the current event (reading of the input record,
transporting the film, locating the fiducials, etc.) is
then repeated.
- PB1T: Continue
This indicates that EVENT can continue with the next
vertex. The action code is set equal to 1 if the error
code was zero or if only the beam was missing or if the
vertex was manually measured. In all other cases the
action code is set equal to 2. An action code of 1 causes EVENT to accept the measured vertex coordinates,
while an action code of 2 causes the input vertex coordinates to be placed in the output bank.
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ANU

Half an angular unit; approximately 0,35

BEBC

Big European Bubble Chamber

CHANGE

Parameter display and change routine

CRT

Cathode ray tube

DAC

Digital to analog converter

DBD1

Ratio between sweep- and main deflection
least count

DEC

Digital Equipment Corporation, a computer
manufacturer

DELTA

Track linking subroutine (EVENT)

DIP

The dip angle of a track in the bubble
chamber

ОПТ

Data summary tape

ELSCAN

Element scan routine

ELTHRS

OOtimal threshold finding entry of ELSCAN

ELWAIT

Wait routine entry of ELHCAN

ENETRA

Manual measuring device for bubble chamber
film (stands for Evolution Electronique de
TRAces)

ENDDIS

End of event disnlay routine

EVCHEK

Completeness check subroutine (EVENT)

EVENT

Main vertex guidance pattern recognition
routine

rCVHAND

Manual track measurement subroutine (EVENT)

EVHELP

Operator help subroutine (EVENT)

U

FID

Fiducial locator routine

FILMAN

Input files handling routine

b'INDTK

Track finding subroutine (EVENT)

-lon_
FORTRAN-U

High level computer language

FWHM

Full width at half maximum

GeV

Giga electron volt

GRIND

Kinematic computer program

2mimC

CERN 2 meter Hydrogen Bubble Chamber

HYDRA

Conventions and support programs for
development of large FORTRAN programs
(designed at CERN)

HYDRA GEOM

Geometry program using the HYDRA system

HL

Hit limit (used in ION)

IBM

International Business Machines Corpora
tion, a computer manufacturer

TC

Interpolation count, distance to begin
ning of sweep

IERROR

Error word (set by EVCHEK)

INDEX

Data base, containing status information
about each event in the experiment
(residing in the URC computer)

INIT

Initialization routine

I/O

Input/Output

ION

Ionization data gathering routine

IQUAL

Track quality word (set by EVCHEK)

IVFLG2

Vertex quality word (set by TVERT)

К

2 1 0 = 102U

КЛ73

Picture taking run in August 1973

K.TT3

Picture taking run in June 1973

КПОТ1

Picture taking run in September and
October 1971

MACRO

Л macro assembler language for the PDP-9
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Manual vertex measurement subroutine
(EVENT)

MDC

1/8'th of a main deflection least count;
approximately 1.75 micron

MDT

Mass Dependent THRESH, a geometry program

MeV

Mega electron volt

MM2

Missing mass squared

NCP

The 1С value at the middle o r the sweep

NIJDAS

Home built scan and premeasurement tables
(stands for NlJmegen Data Analysis System)

OUTMES

Output data handling routine

Ρ

Generally denoting the momentum of a track

PAD

PEPR analog display

PB

Pushbutton

PCD

PEPR computer display

PDP-7

Small satellite computer used with PEPR-1

PDP-9

On-line mini computer used with PEPR-2

PEPR-1

A Precision Encoding and Pattern Recogni
tion system using Point Guidance software;
the first PEPR in Nijmegen

PEPR-2

a PEPR system using Vertex Guidance soft
ware; described in this thesis

PHI

Generally denoting the azimuthal angle of
a track or track element

PM

Photomult ipli er

PRODIN

Run parameters inuut routine

PROOI

PEPR output tape processing program
(running on the URC computer)

PVT

Previous vanishing threshold (used in ION)
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RMS

Root mean square

SAVTRK

Track checking subroutine (EVENT)

SHIVA

Scan and premeasurement tables

GTL

Spot-to-Line

SVP

Scan and Oremeasurement data handling
nrogram chain (running on the URC comnuter)

SW

Switch

TED

Track element detector

THRESH

Geometry program

TRACK

Track follower subroutine (EVENT)

TVERT

Vertex recognition subroutine (EVENT)

'JRC

University conrouter center
Event with a neutral particle decaying into
2 visible charged particles

.+-

Event with a visible decaying charged
(+ or -) particle

VP

A storage point nlot display

VR

A refresh point plot display

W

The width of a detected hit
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R E F E R E N C E S
For often referenced conference proceedings the
following abbreviations are used:
МибТ

Conference on programming for flying spot
devices (Munich I967)

NY68

Proceedings of the international colloquium on
PEPR (Nijmegen I968)

CETO

International conference on data handling sys
tems in high energy physics (CERN 70-21 1970)

OX'jk

Oxford conference on computer scanning
(Oxford 197U)

ΡΛ76

Conference on computer assisted scanning
(Padova 1976)
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For the K~p І4.2 GeV/c experiment more than three
million bubble chamber nictures were taken and analyzed
by a collaboration of laboratories in CERN, Amsterdam,
Oxford and Nijmegen. The analysis of such a large
amount of pictures requires a large degree of auto
matization in the nrocessing chain. In this thesis a
description is presented of the hardware and the soft
ware of a pattern recognition system for the automatic
measurement of bubble chamber pictures : the PEPR
Vertex Guidance system. PEPR stands for Precision
Encoding and Pattern Recognition. The results of this
system are analyzed in terms of speed, throughput,
accuracy and efficiency of the measurements.
In chapter 1 existing automatic measuring systems
are described and characterized on basis of their
hardware and software features. The development of the
processing chain in Nijmegen and the role and nlace of
the PEPR Vertex Guidance system is presented.
The hardware of the PEPR Vertex Guidance system
consists essentially of three components: a cathode
ray tube (CRT) scanner for selective digitization of
a picture, a mini-computer to control the scanner and
to process the gathered data and an interactive
facilities console for communication with an operator.
A functional description of these components is given
in chapter 2.
To check the proner operation of the CRT scanner
and to determine the stability and reproducibility of

•203the measurements, a number of hardware teat routines
have been written. A set of calibration routines were
implemented in order to determine the parameters
describing the distortions of the CRT scanner« These
parameters are used to transform the raw measurements
into a distortion free coordinate system. In chapter
3 the hardware test and calibration routines are
described and the results obtained are presented and
evaluated.
In chapter k a short introduction to Oattern
recognition methods is presented. The pattern recognition programs, used for the recognition and measurement of the interaction noint (the so-called vertex)
and the trajectories of the associated ^articles, are
described. Theee so-called Vertex Guidance programs
require as a priori information the roueh position of
the vertex, hence their naming. The influence of 3uch
factors as measurement speed, measurement efficiency,
measurement accuracy and implementation neriod on the
design of the Vertex Guidance programs is examined.
More technical details about the Tjrograms are presented
in an appendix.
The overall production urogram is described in
chapter 5« Besides the Vertex Guidance programs, the
production program contains the routines to handle the
input and the output data, to measure the fiducial
crosses on the pictures, to measure the bubble density
of the recognized and measured tracks and to uerform
all bookkeeping operations.
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Finally in chapter 6 the production results of the
PEPR Vertex Guidance system are presented and analyzed.
It is shown that the system measures faster, more
accurately and more efficiently than the other measurement systems available in Nijmegen.
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S A M E N V A T T I N G
Voor het K~p U.2 GeV/c experiment werden meer dan
drie miljoen bellenvatfoto's opgenomen en geanalyseerd
door research groepen in CERN, Amsterdam, Oxford en
Nijmegen. De verwerking van dergelijke grote hoeveel
heden foto's vereist een grote mate van automatisering
van het meetproces en de verwerkingsketen. Onderwerp
van dit proefschrift is de beschrijving zowel qua appa
ratuur als programmatuur van een patroonherkennings
systeem (het PEPR Vertex Guidance systeem) voor het
automatisch uitmeten van bellenvatfoto's. PEPR staat
voor Precision Encoding and Pattern Recognition. Uit
eengezet wordt hoe het systeem is opgezet en in hoe
verre het functioneel zijn doel, gedefinieerd in ter
men van snelheid, doelmatigheid en nauwkeurigheid,
heeft bereikt.
In hoofdstuk 1 worden een aantal bestaande auto
matische meetsystemen besproken en gekarakteriseerd op
basis van apparatuur en programmatuur. De ontwikkeling
van de verwerkingBketen voor bellenvatfoto's in Nijme
gen en de лlaats van het PEPR Vertex Guidance systeem
in deze keten worden beschreven.
De apparatuur van het PEPR Vertex Guidance sys
teem bestaat essentieel uit drie componenten: een
kathode straal buis (CRT) aftaster voor selective digitalisatie van een foto, een mini-rekenmachine om
deze aftaster te besturen en om de gemeten gegevens te
verwerken en een aantal interactive consoles voor

-побcommunicatie met een operateur. Een functionele be
schrijving van deze componenten wordt gegeven in hoofd
stuk 2.
Om de werking van de CRT aftaster te kunnen con
troleren en om de stabiliteit en reproduceerbaarheid
van de metingen te kunnen bepalen ia een aantal appara
tuur testprogramma's ontworoen. Een aantal calibratieOrogramma's is geïmplementeerd om de parameters, die
de distorties van de CRT aftaster beschrijven, te kunnen bepalen. Deze distortieparameters zijn nodig om de
metingen van de aftaster te transformeren naar een
distortie-vrij с oord i nat ensy s teem. In hoofdstuk 3
worden de apparatuur test- en de calibrât i et>ro gramma's
beschreven en worden de verkregen resultaten geanalyseerd.
In hoofdstuk 1» wordt een kort overzicht gegeven
van patroonherkenningsmethoden. De patroonherkenningsDrograramatuur, die gebruikt wordt voor het herkennen
en meten van de relevante informatie (sporen van interagerende deeltjes), wordt beschreven. Deze •programma's
hebben als a priori informatie de ruwe positie van het
interactie punt (de zogenaamde vertex) nodig en worden
daarom Vertex Guidance programma's genoemd. De invloed
van faktoren zoals snelheid, doelmatigheid, nauwkeurigheid en iraplementatietijdsduur op het ontwem van de
Vertex Guidance programma's wordt uiteengezet. Meer
technische details met betrekking tot deze programmals
worden in een appendix gegeven.
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Het totale productie programma wordt in hoofdstuk
5 beschreven. Dit bevat naast de Vertex Guidance programmatuur de programma's om de invoer en uitvoer ßef^evens te verwerken, om de referentiemerktekens op de
film te meten, om de bellendichtheid van de herkende
en gemeten sporen te behalen en om de noodzakelijke
administratie te verrichten.
In hoofdstuk 6 tenslotte worden de productie resultaten van het PEPR Vertex Guidance systeem besproken en geanalyseerd. Aangetoond wordt dat het systeem
sneller, doelmatiger en nauwkeuriger meet dan de andere in Nijmegen aanwezige meetsystemen.
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ТЛЕ

Ik werd geboren op 22 april 19^8 te fïendt.
Het HBS-diploma werd behaald in I965 aan het
Canisius College te Nijmegen. In 1965 werd begonnen
aan de studie in de natuurkunde aan de Katholieke
Universiteit te Nijmegen. Het kandidaatsexamen natuurkunde N1 werd in I967 afgelegd. Het doktoraalexamen
experimentele natuurkunde, met als hoofdrichting
experimentele hoge energie fysica, werd in juni 1970
cum laude afgelegd.
Als zomer3tudent van de IBM World Trade Corporation werkte ik in 1970 enkele maanden bij het Thomas
J. Watson Research Center te Yorktown Heights, N.Y. ,
U.S.A. aan een patroonherkenningsproject·
Van oktober 1970 tot oktober 1976 werkte ik als
wetenschappelijk medewerker aan de Katholieke Universiteit te Nijmegen aan het PEPR project van de afdeling experimentele hoge energie fysica onder leiding
van Prof.dr. R.T. Van de Walle.
Sinds oktober 1976 ben ik als wetenschappelijk
medewerker verbonden aan het Nationaal Instituut voor
Kern en Hoge Energie Fysica te Amsterdam.

STELLINGEN

1
De bewering van Maleom H. Mac Gregor dat de Adair
analyse toegepast kan worden om de spin van het Ω~
deeltje te bepalen is onjuist·
(Malcom H. Mac Gregor, Physical Review DlU(1976)1323 )

2
De bewering van C.J. Taylor en R.N. Dixon, dat de
toekomst van fotoanalyse bij de biologische en medische
wetenschappen bij goedkope, voor meerdere doeleinden
bruikbare systemen ligt, is onjuist.
(C.J. Taylor and R.N, Dixon, Conference on computer
assisted scanning, Padova 1976)

3
De bewering van R. Thun et al«, dat het niet lineaire
verband tussen drifttijd en driftafstand in driftkamers
slechts geringe consequenties voor de plaatsbepaling
heeft, ie in zijn algemeenheid niet juist.
(R. Thun et al., Nucl. Instr. and Methd. 13θ( 1976)1+37)

k

De door R. Loeser en E.M. Gapaschkin gegeven zogenaamde
"Second Law of Debugging" verdient de voorkeur boven de

door Τ, Oilb geformuleerde wet van Murphy«
(Software-practice and experience, Vol 6, 577-578(1976)
Datamation, 21(3),8l-85(1975))

5
Zelfs bij lagere massamiddelpuntsenergieën zullen
hybride bellenvatexperimenten in het algemeen hadronreactiemechani.sraen beter kunnen onderscheiden dan
protonopslagringen experimenten«

6
De voorgestelde bestuurlijke herindeling van Nederland
biedt onvoldoende waarborgen voor een gedecentraliseerd
bestuur.

Nijmegen, 18 februari 1977
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